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Abstrat
Relay tehnology has been explored and studied for deades, ranging from generi multi-
hop mobile ad ho networks to most reent ollaborative multiple-input multiple-output
(MIMO) ellular networks. Deploying low ost relays redues the infrastruture ost of
establishing new base stations in order to improve the ell overage and system apa-
ity of next generation ellular networks. For eient heterogeneous network planning,
xed relays are onsidered as one of the main enhaning tehnologies in 3rd Generation
Partnership Projet (3GPP) Long Term Evolution Advaned (LTE-A).
The funtion of the relay station an be desribed simply as a devie whih assists in
transmissions between the loal base station and the mobile station. Sine the perfor-
mane of relay transmissions is strongly aeted by the ollaborative strategy in dense
wireless networks, the relay seletion always attrats researh attentions. In this thesis,
the symbol error probability of the seletive deode-and-forward (DF) relaying strategy
is derived to explore the seletion diversity. Furthermore, an eetive joint beamforming
vetor design and relay seletion sheme for a MIMO relay system are proposed.
In addition, two main relay deployment senarios are addressed in this thesis: the xed
relay and the mobile relay.
The LTE relay is a xed relay whih is loated near the ell edge. A dynami system
level simulator is developed to evaluate the downlink transmission performane of xed
relay-enhaned LTE-A systems. With deployment of a high number of relay nodes inter-
ell interferene and resoure management problems inrease. An adaptive beamforming
strategy with limited feedbak is proposed to redue inter-ell interferene. The proposed
algorithm has been applied in relay-enhaned LTE-A ellular networks to show its ad-
vantage. Furthermore, we study the onept of shared relays, in whih a relay station
is deployed at the intersetion of neighboring maro ells. An eient resoure alloa-
tion and sheduling sheme based on the sub-frame struture of LTE-A is proposed to
maximize the benet of shared relays.
As the penetration rate of mobile phones, espeially smart phones keeps inreasing, users
in publi transportation expet high speed wireless servies. Reently, the mobile re-
lay for high speed railways has gained signiant interest. A system level simulator is
developed to investigate the apaity and handover performane of the mobile relay in
a high speed railway senario. Furthermore, a oordinated mobile relay node (MRN)
strategy is proposed to ombat o-hannel interferene and handover delay problems in
a onventional mobile relay system.
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1Chapter 1
Introdution
1.1 Bakground and motivation
The onept of relaying an be traed bak to the work of E. C. van der Meulen in the
1970's [104℄, whih models a three nodes ommuniation senario onsisting of a soure, a
destination and a relay node. From then on, a large body of researh is geared to explore
potential gains of relaying by information theory [22℄[84℄. The most groundbreaking
work on relaying to date is the work by Cover and El Gamal [32℄, in whih apaity
theorems for the relay hannel are analyzed. With signiant tehnology advanes over
the last two deades, more and more researhers are fous on developing pratial relay
ooperation shemes that attempt to exploit the promised gains predited by information
theory [86℄[94℄.
The relay tehnology is rstly implemented extensively in wireless ad-ho networks to as-
sist the transmission between neighboring nodes [28℄[93℄. Wu et al. propose an integrated
ellular and ad ho relaying system (iCAR), whih is a new wireless system arhiteture
based on the integration of ellular and modern ad ho relaying tehnologies [105℄. It
addresses the ongestion problem due to unbalaned tra in a ellular system and pro-
vides interoperability for heterogeneous networks. Based on iCAR, the relay tehnology
attrats more researh attention in ellular systems.
Nowadays with a rapid growth in the number of ellular subsribers, the data rate re-
quirement in 2020 is predited to be 100 to 1000 times as large as the urrently served
data rate. With the inrease in data tra, operators have to think about a new solution
that ould improve the data rate in ertain areas. However, inreasing the number of base
stations entails a ost that operators annot aord. A solution being employed in next
generation ellular systems [95℄ is to deploy low-ost ellular relay stations in eah ell to
improve overage in hotspots, ommuniation servies in publi transportation vehiles
and transmission apaity on the ell edge.
The relay tehnology is introdued in ellular networks to ahieve improvement in several
aspets:
2 Introdution
• Coverage extension:
A user at the ell edge or in a overage hole may experiene poor reeived signal-to-
noise power ratio for the signal reeived from the base station. With dediated relay
nodes, the user reeives stronger signals from the relay nodes. The relay deployment
thus is able to provide overage extension and maintain good ommuniation [19℄.
The infrastruture ost an be redued by deploying lower ost relay stations instead
of base stations. To extend the ommuniation servie overage, relay nodes are
typially deployed near the ell edge. Considering the long distane between the
relay node and the base station, the reeived signal power at the relay node is
usually low, whih requires an optimized relay bakhual link resoure alloation
strategy.
• Inrease network apaity:
To deploy a relay node inside the base station servie overage ould obtain higher
network apaity while providing overage enhanement. And relay stations are
easy to install as they do not require a wireline bakhaul. However, with deploy-
ment of a high number of relay nodes, interferene senarios beome very omplex
and diult to predit. Hene, good interferene anellation and relay seletion
shemes are desired in relay enhaned ellular networks.
• Rapid network roll-out:
Beause of the natural self-bakhaul funtionality, the relay tehnology an be used
to provide temporary wireless ommuniation servies. Self-organizing network
mehanisms should support the network roll-out and operation.
• Mobile relay:
Higher throughput and lower handover outage for on-board users an be expeted
by installing relay nodes on the top of the moving vehiles. However, due to high
speed mobility, the delay of the group handover proedure beomes the bottlenek
of on-board user performane. New ontributions should be proposed to overome
suh limitations.
As a hot researh topi with great appliation potential, the relay tehnology has been
onsidered as one of the key features in the standard of 3rd Generation Partnership
Projet (3GPP) 4G Long Term Evolution Advaned (LTE-Advaned) [9℄. LTE-Advaned
extends LTE Release 8 with support for relaying as an eient way to improve e.g. the
overage for high data rates, group mobility, temporary network deployment, the ell-edge
throughput and/or to provide overage in new areas [12℄.
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1.2 Contribution and outline
In this thesis, we aim to evaluate and enhane the performane of the existing ellular
networks assisted by the relay tehnology. The thesis is organized as follows.
Chapter 2 starts with a brief overview of ooperative ommuniations. Then the outage
performane of dierent ooperative strategies is analyzed in a single relay senario. In the
multiple-relay network, the performane of relay transmissions is greatly aeted by the
ollaborative strategy, whih inludes the seletion of relay types and relay partners (i.e.,
to deide when, how, and with whom to ollaborate). We have two main ontributions
on this topi:
• We propose a seletive deode-and-forward (DF) relaying strategy and derive an
exat losed-form expression for the symbol error probability of the given strategy.
Numerial results show the signiant advantages of the relay seletion in a ooper-
ative ommuniation system and an be onsidered as a performane lower bound
for the future researh.
• We propose an eetive joint beamforming vetor design and relay seletion sheme
for a multiple input multiple output (MIMO) relay system. Most of existing lit-
erature assumes that the hannel state information is available at all nodes. We
employ a new hannel quantization strategy to jointly design beamforming vetors
and perform relay seletion with limited feedbak. The results of this part are
published in
T. Tao and A. Czylwik, Beamforming Design and Relay Seletion for Mul-
tiple MIMO AF Relay Systems with Limited Feedbak, IEEE 77th Ve-
hiular Tehnology Conferene 2013 Spring (VTC2013Spring), Dresden, Germany,
June. 2013.
With proposals for optimizing relay tehnology at the link level, Chapter 3 will fous
on the system level aspet for relay tehnology in ellular systems. In Chapter 3, baseline
assumptions for relay tehnology in LTE-A are introdued. We develop a dynami system
level simulator to evaluate the downlink transmission performane of relay-enhaned LTE-
A systems. An eient arhiteture for relay-assisted ellular networks is designed based
on the results of a system level simulation. Simulation results will illustrate the relay
deployment an further improve the quality and overage of original ellular networks.
With deployment of a high number of relay nodes inter-ell interferene and resoure
management problems inrease. Chapter 4 gives our proposals for interferene manage-
ment in relay-enhaned LTE-A ellular networks. Two potential solutions are proposed
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to mitigate inter-ell interferene in relay-enhaned ellular systems: one is beamforming
design for ooperative ommuniation and the other is the deployment of shared relays.
• An adaptive beamforming strategy with limited feedbak is proposed to suppress
other ell interferene problem in a two-ell senario. The algorithm is subsequently
extended to general multi-ell networks. The throughput performane is evaluated
by our dynami system level simulator. Some of given results are published in
Tao Tao, Bo Zhao, Andreas Czylwik, Beamforming design for a ooperative
relay system with limited feedbak, IEEE 24th International Symposium on
Personal, Indoor and Mobile Radio Communiations: Mobile and Wireless Net-
works, London, UK, Sep. 2013.
• An eient and eetive resoure alloation and sheduling sheme based on the
sub-frame struture of LTE-A is proposed to maximize the benet of shared relays.
Corresponding results are published in
T. Tao and A. Czylwik, System Performane of an LTE-A Cellular Network
with Shared Relays under Dierent Resoure Demands, IEEE 79th Ve-
hiular Tehnology Conferene 2014 Spring (VTC2014Spring), Seoul, Korea, May.
2014.
The mobile relay, whih is a hot researh topi in LTE-A systems, is addressed inChapter
5. The LTE-A xed relay nodes are used for providing enhaned ell edge overage and
apaity. The mobile relay is proposed to oer high quality servies for high speed train
passengers (on-board users). We develop a system level simulator to investigate the
apaity and handover performane gain of the mobile relay. Furthermore, a oordinated
MRN strategy is proposed to ombat the o-hannel interferene and handover delay
hallenge in the onventional mobile relay system.
In the last Chapter of this thesis, a onlusion and outlook are presented.
5Chapter 2
Cooperative ommuniation with relays
2.1 Cooperative ommuniation: The overview
Cooperative ommuniation is urrently one of the intensive researh areas in wireless
ommuniation and has reently been inluded to one of the state-of-the-art features of
3GPP LTE-Advaned (LTE-A). The motivation to explore ooperative ommuniations
is to share the power and omputation with neighboring nodes whih an lead to more
stable and higher data rate transmissions in the whole network. In traditional ommuni-
ation networks, the physial layer is only responsible for point-to-point ommuniations.
In ontrast, ooperative ommuniations, where the hannel is not one link but the whole
network, fundamentally hange the abstration of the traditional ommuniation. Signif-
iant potential advantages an be ahieved by the ooperation.
Figure 2.1: A simplied ooperative ommuniation model.
In ooperative ommuniations, an auxiliary path between the soure and the destination
is generated via the introdution of a relay hannel as illustrated in Figure 2.1. The
onept of relaying an be traed bak to the work of E. C. van der Meulen in the
1970's [104℄, whih models a three nodes ommuniation senario onsisting of a soure,
a destination and a relay node. After that the apaity bounds disovered by van der
Meulen were signiantly improved by T. Cover and A.E. Gamal in the year 1979 [32℄.
Most of the results in this work have still not been superseded. In [37℄, the authors
disovered the apaity of the relay hannel in a xed manner, where the reeived signal
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at the relay is a deterministi funtion of the soure and relay transmissions. In the year
1998, a new form of realizing spatial diversity has been introdued alled ooperative
diversity by Andrew Sendonaris, Elza Erkip and Behnaam Aazhang [85℄. In suh network,
several nodes serve as relays for one ative soure-destination pair. This idea an be
haraterized as a spei appliation of the traditional relay model.
The relay protool diers aording to signal proessing apabilities of the relay. In
the amplify-and-forward (AF) relaying protool, the relay simply sales the signal and
transmits an amplied version of it to the destination. Thus, the AF relaying leads to
low-omplexity funtion and lower power onsumption sine the signal proessing for
deoding is not required, but it suers from the additional noise amplied by the relay.
Another idea involves deoding of the signal from the soure at the relay. The relay
then re-enodes and re-transmits the deoded signal after possibly ompressing or adding
redundany. This strategy is known as the deode-and-forward protool. The deode-
and-forward protool is lose to optimal when the soure and relay are physially near
eah other. Beause the relay hannel beomes a multiple-input single-output (MISO)
system in the suh situation. A third relay protool, whih is known as the ompress-and-
forward (CF) (also known as estimate-and-forward or quantize-and-forward) protool, is
introdued in [32℄. In this ase, the relay sends a ompressed version of the soure
transmission to the destination. Although the CF relay ahieves promising advantage in
[57℄[56℄, to the best of our knowledge there is no physial implementation that an be
found up to now.
2.2 Single relay senario: When to ooperate
In this setion, we only onsider a single relay node willing to aid in ommuniation. The
multiple relays ase will be disussed in a later setion.
The ommuniation system of a single relay ooperative sheme is shown in Figure 2.2.
It onsists of a soure S, its destination D, and a relay R. A typial ooperative ommu-
niation strategy is onsidered with two mutually orthogonal phases, separated either in
time, spae or frequeny domain, to avoid the self interferene between the two phases.
In Phase 1, the soure broadasts its information to its destination, and the information
is also reeived by the relay. The reeived signals yS,D and yS,R at the destination and
the relay, respetively, an be written as
yS,D =
√
PShS,Dx+ ηS,D, (2.1)
yS,R =
√
PShS,Rx+ ηS,R, (2.2)
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Figure 2.2: A ooperative ommuniation network with single relay.
in whih PS is the transmitted power at the soure, x is the transmitted information
symbol, and ηS,D and ηS,R are additive noise modeled as zero-mean omplex Gaussian
random variables with variane N0 . Also, hS,D and hS,R are the soure-destination and
soure-relay hannel oeients, respetively.
In Phase 2, the relay an help the soure by retransmitting the information to the desti-
nation. The reeived signal yR,D at the destination in phase 2 an be formulated as
yR,D = hR,Dq(yS,R) + ηR,D, (2.3)
where the funtion q(·) depends on the protool whih is implemented at the relay. hR,D
is the hannel oeient for the relay-destination link and ηR,D is the additive noise.
2.2.1 Cooperation strategies
In this setion, we desribe some general low-omplexity ooperative diversity protools
that an be utilized in the single relay senario, inluding xed, seletive and inremental
relaying.
Fixed relaying
In xed relaying, the hannel resoures at the soure are divided between the relay and
the destination in a deterministi manner. The ooperative proessing at the relay node
diers aording to dierent types of employed relay protools. The most ommon strate-
gies are the xed AF and xed DF relaying protool.
In the xed AF relaying, the relay amplies the reeived signal and forwards it to the
destination with transmitted power PR. The reeived signal yR,D at the destination in
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phase 2 an be formulated as
yR,D =
√
PR√
PS |hS,R|2 +N0
hR,DyS,R + ηR,D. (2.4)
By (2.2), the reeived signal an be speied as
yR,D =
√
PSPR√
PS |hS,R|2 +N0
hR,DhS,Rx+ η
′
R,D, (2.5)
where
η′R,D =
√
PR√
PS |hS,R|2 +N0
hR,DηS,R + ηR,D. (2.6)
The destination jointly ombines two opies of reeived signal from the soure in phase 1
and that from the relay in phase 2 by dierent tehniques, e.g., maximal ratio ombining
(MRC) .
In the xed DF relaying, the relay deodes the reeived information, re-enodes it, and
then forwards it to the destination. Note that the deoded signal at the relay may be
inorret if the soure-relay link is too weak. If an inorret signal is forwarded to the
destination, the deoding at the destination is meaningless. It is lear that for suh
sheme the diversity ahieved is only 1, beause the performane of the system is limited
by the worst link from the soure-relay and soure-destination [59℄.
Seletive relaying
Fixed DF relaying suers that the performane is limited by the weakest link between the
soure-relay and relay-destination whih redues the diversity gain to one. To overome
this problem, seletive DF relaying is developed. In suh a sheme, if the relay is able to
deode the transmitted information orretly, in phase 2 the relay forwards the deoded
symbol with power PR to the destination, otherwise the relay remains idle. Therefore,
the reeived signal at the destination an be modeled as
yR,D =
√
P˜RhR,Dx+ ηR,D, (2.7)
where P˜R =
{
PR if the relay deodes suessfully
0 otherwise
.
To model the relay is able to detet the transmitted symbol or not, we may apply a
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) threshold at the relay in pratie. If the reeived SNR at the
relay is higher than the threshold, then the symbol has a high possibility to be deoded
orretly.
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Inremental relaying
Although the onventional ooperative relay network an ahieve spatial diversity gain, it
makes ineient use of the degrees of freedom of the hannel beause the relay forwards
the signal all the time regardless of hannel onditions. In [59℄, authors desribe an
inremental relaying protool, whih exploits a limited feedbak from the destination
node, e.g., a single bit indiating the suess or failure of the diret transmission. If
the soure-destination SNR is higher than a pre-dened threshold, the feedbak indiates
suess of the diret transmission, then the relay does nothing. If the soure-destination
SNR is not suiently high for suessful diret transmission, the feedbak requests that
the relay forwards the signal reeived from the soure to the destination. The destination
then performs maximum ratio ombining of the signals from the soure and the relay
to explore an aumulation of SNRs. Sine the relay forwards the signal only when it is
neessary, the inremental relaying protool makes more eient use of hannel resoures.
In general, the seletive relaying applies a adaptive strategy based on the xed relaying
onept. Inremental relaying improves the spetral eieny of both xed and seletive
relaying by exploiting limited feedbak from the destination and relaying only when
neessary.
2.2.2 Outage probabilities of dierent ooperation strategies
In this setion, the performane of dierent ooperation strategies of the single relay
are haraterized in terms of outage probabilities. We onsider a single relay network
depited in Figure 2.2. The hannel oeients hi, i ∈ {(S,D), (S,R), (R,D)} are assumed
to be desribed by at Rayleigh fading, i.e. they are modeled as zero-mean, omplex
Gaussian random variables with varianes δ2S,D, δ
2
S,R and δ
2
R,D, respetively. The noise
terms ηS,D, ηS,R and ηR,D are modeled as zero-mean, omplex Gaussian random variables
with variane N0.
From an information theory point of view, an outage event is dened as the set of hannel
realizations that an not support reliable transmission at a target rate. As the hannel
fading oeients are viewed as random variables, the instantaneous mutual information
as a funtion of the fading oeients is also a random variable denoted by I . Therefore,
for a target rate R, I < R denotes the outage event, and the outage probability an be
denoted as:
P out = Pr [I < R] , (2.8)
where Pr [·] is the probability operator.
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Diret transmission
We rstly only onsider the diret transmission to establish baseline performane. From
(2.1), the reeived SNR from diret link is given by
γSD = P |hS,D|2 /N0. (2.9)
Then the instantaneous mutual information an be formulated as
ID = log (1 + γSD) = log
(
1 + P |hS,D|2 /N0
)
. (2.10)
As the hannel is Rayleigh fading, the random variables |hS,D|2 will fulll the exponential
distribution. The outage probability an be written as:
P outD = Pr [ID < R] = Pr
[
|hS,D|2 < 2
R − 1
P/N0
]
= 1− exp
(
− 2
R − 1
δ2S,DP/N0
)
≈ 1
δ2S,D
2R − 1
P/N0 . (2.11)
Fixed relaying
In the xed relaying protool, the destination will reeive two opies of information: from
the soure in the 1st phase and from the relay in the 2nd phase. The optimal tehnique
to ombine these two signals is the MRC whih maximizes the overall SNR. As shown in
[24℄, the reeived signal at the output of the MRC will have an SNR whih is equal to
the sum of reeived SNRs from all paths:
γtot = γSD + γSRD, (2.12)
where γSD = PS |hS,D|2 /N0 is the instantaneous SNR of the diret link and γSRD is the
instantaneous SNR of the link aided by the relay.
As we mentioned before, xed DF relaying suers the problem of error propagation whih
redues the diversity gain to one. Therefore, we only onsider the AF protool in the
xed relaying ase. From (2.5), the instantaneous reeived SNR from the soure-relay-
destination link is:
γSRD =
∣∣∣∣ √PSPR√
PS|hS,R|2+N0hR,DhS,R
∣∣∣∣
2
∣∣∣∣ √PR√
PS|hS,R|2+N0hR,D
∣∣∣∣
2
N0 +N0
=
γSRγRD
γSR + γRD + 1
, (2.13)
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where γSR = PS |hS,R|2 /N0 and γRD = PR |hR,D|2 /N0 are the instantaneous SNRs for the
relay bak-haul link and the aess link. The instantaneous mutual information between
the input and two outputs for the xed AF relaying is therefore given by
IAF =
1
2
log (1 + γSD + γSRD), (2.14)
where the fator of
1
2
is beause of the bandwidth loss by two hops transmission. In [82℄,
the outage probability is obtained by averaging over the hannel onditions:
P outAF = Pr [IAF < R] ≈
(
δ2S,R + δ
2
R,D
2δ2S,D
(
δ2S,Rδ
2
R,D
)
)(
22R − 1
P/N0
)2
, (2.15)
where the transmitted power of the soure and the relay are the same PS = PR = P .
Seletive relaying
In the seletive DF relaying, we apply an SNR threshold at the relay in pratie, i.e.,
if the SNR of the reeived signal at the relay exeeds a ertain threshold, the relay is
ative to forward information. In the other ase, the relay will remain idle. Thus, the
instantaneous mutual information for the seletive DF relaying an be written as
ISDF =
{
1
2
log
(
1 + 2Γ |hS,D|2
)
, |hS,R|2 < g(Γ)
1
2
log
(
1 + Γ |hS,D|2 + Γ |hR,D|2
)
, |hS,R|2 ≥ g(Γ)
, (2.16)
where Γ = P/N0 and g(Γ) = (22R − 1)/Γ. The rst ase in (2.16) is orresponding
to that the relay is not able to deode the transmitted information orretly and the
soure should repeat its transmission. The multipliative fator of 2 in 2Γ |hS,D|2 is hene
beause of this repeating transmission.
Next, the outage probability an be derived by using the law of onditional probability.
Pr [ISDF < R] = Pr
[
ISDF < R| |hS,R|2 < g(Γ)
]
Pr
[|hS,R|2 < g(Γ)]
+Pr
[
ISDF < R| |hS,R|2 ≥ g(Γ)
]
Pr
[|hS,R|2 ≥ g(Γ)] . (2.17)
Substituting the mutual information of the seletive DF relaying into the above formula
Pr [ISDF < R] = Pr
[
1
2
log
(
1 + 2Γ |hS,D|2
)
< R | |hS,R|2 < g(Γ)
]
Pr
[|hS,R|2 < g(Γ)]
+Pr
[
1
2
log
(
1 + Γ |hS,D|2 + Γ |hR,D|2
)
< R | |hS,R|2 ≥ g(Γ)
]
Pr
[|hS,R|2 ≥ g(Γ)] . (2.18)
We assume that all hannels are Rayleigh fading hannels and independent to eah other,
that means all random variables in (2.18) are independent exponential random variables.
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The outage expression of the seletive DF relaying at high SNR has been approximated
in [82℄ as:
P outSDF = Pr [ISDF < R] ≈
(
δ2S,R + δ
2
R,D
2δ2S,D
(
δ2S,Rδ
2
R,D
)
)(
22R − 1
P/N0
)2
, (2.19)
whih has idential performane to that of the xed AF relaying.
Inremental relaying
For inremental relaying, the destination sends a single bit aknowledgment to indiate
the suess or failure of the diret transmission. If the destination is able to deode the
soure information suessfully, the relay will remain idle. In the other ase, the relay
forwards the soure information to the destination. The destination then ombine the two
transmissions from the soure and the relay. We will fous here on the relay node with
AF protool. Thus, the instantaneous mutual information of the inremental relaying
an be summarize as
IIR =
{
ID = log (1 + γSD) , |hS,D|2 < (2R − 1)/Γ
IAF =
1
2
log (1 + γSD + γSRD) , |hS,D|2 ≥ (2R − 1)/Γ
, (2.20)
where Γ = P/N0. For the inremental AF relaying, the outage probability an be hene
derived by using the law of onditional probability.
Pr [IIR < R] = Pr [ID < R] Pr [IAF < R| ID ≥ R] . (2.21)
The outage expression for the inremental relaying in large SNR region an be approxi-
mated straightforward by
P outIR = Pr [IIR < R] ≈
(
δ2S,R + δ
2
R,D
δ2S,Rδ
2
R,D
)(
22R − 1
P/N0
)(
1
δ2S,D
)(
2R − 1
P/N0
)
. (2.22)
2.2.3 Outage performane omparison
In this setion, we will present the outage probability omparison among all before men-
tioned protools. We onsider a relatively simple senario that the relay is loated between
the soure and the destination. All hannels are independent and identially distributed.
Therefore, the hannel variane of the diret link δS,D, the soure-relay link δS,R and the
relay-destination link δR,D are assumed to be 1 in our work. The noise variane N0 is 1.
Figure 2.3 shows outage probabilities of the various relaying protools for a xed rate of
1 bit/s/Hz. Both exat and high-SNR approximation results are presented. The exat
outage probability is obtained via Monte Carlo simulations, whih are shown as dierent
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Figure 2.3: Outage probability versus SNR for dierent ooperation strategies.
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Figure 2.4: Outage probability versus target spe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ieny for dierent ooperation
strategies.
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marks in the gure. While the solid urves orrespond to the analytial result from
high-SNR approximations. The diversity order two an be ahieved by xed, seletive,
and inremental relaying protools as it an be read from the outage urve slopes. It
is lear that the seletive DF relaying has similar result as the xed AF relaying, whih
has been proved in previous numerial result. The inremental relaying shows around
2 dB performane gain ompared to the result from xed AF relaying. In large SNR
region, the analytial approximation is very lose to the simulation result. Furthermore,
ooperative protools an ahieve more than 10 dB improvement ompared with the ase
of diret transmission for large SNR values.
In Figure 2.4, the outage probability is depited versus target spetral eieny for a
xed SNR value of 30 dB. The performane generally degrades with inreasing spetral
eieny, but it degrades faster for xed and seletive relaying ompared with inremental
relaying beause of the inherent loss in the spetral eieny. For large values of the
spetral eieny, diret transmission beomes more eient than ooperation.
2.3 Multiple relays senario: Cooperate with whom
A natural extension of the single relay network is to the ase of multiple relays, where
the information is transmitted from a soure to a destination with help of multiple relay
nodes as depited in Figure 2.5. Due to the broadast nature of the wireless hannel,
the nodes other than destination an overhear the transmitted information and thus an
ooperate with the soure to forward the information.
Figure 2.5: A ooperative ommuniation network with multiple relays.
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In the multiple relays senario, there are some questions need to be answered:
• The rst question is whih stations should ooperate with eah other. In a dense
wireless network, there are typially several relay nodes in the region between the
soure and the destination. In [82℄, the onsidered senario ontains N relay nodes,
the available hannel resoures are divided into N + 1 orthogonal hannels. All N
relay nodes an help the soure forward the signal to the destination. However,
the throughput of suh system is limited by the orthogonal partition of system
resoures, espeially when the number of relay nodes is large. To overome this
drawbak, a new ooperation struture alled seletion AF(S-AF) was introdued
in [112℄. In suh a sheme, only the relay whih ontributes the most to the reeived
SNR is seleted to ooperate with. Various relay seletion approahes have been
explored for the relay seletion in existing literature. However, to determine whih
of potential relays should be seleted is still a diult ross-layer problem. For
example, a relay node has good hannel quality to the destination, but it may
has heavy tra load. In our work we onsider the relay seletion using a novel
riterion, i.e., the optimal relay is the relay whih maximize the objetive funtion
among all andidate nodes.
• The seond question is when to ooperate. The soure should determine whether to
ooperate with an additional node or additional nodes to assist the transmission. In
reality, the hannel gain is only available at the reeiver side, hene the destination
an evaluate the soure-destination hannel gain and then sends it bak to the
soure node through a feedbak hannel. Thus, the soure an alulate the metri
among dierent links to deide whether requests for help from a relay node.
• Another question is who will ontrol the ooperation. In most ases, the relay
seletion is assumed to be perfetly performed using a entral ontroller without
onsidering any inurred overhead. In pratie, entralized implementation of relay
seletion requires extra ontrol signals and information exhange, whih will de-
grade the overall system performane, espeially for systems with a large number
of relays. Deentralized shemes, whih only require loal information, have been
investigated for overoming these implementation issues. However, the performane
for deentralized sheme will be limited by suh only loally optimal seletions.
Sine there exist suh problems in the multiple relays senario, the researh of relay sele-
tion always attrats attention in multiple relays networks [83℄[92℄. To evaluate dierent
relay seletion algorithms, it is better to rstly nd the performane bound in the opti-
mal ase. The authors in [18℄ presented an exat losed form expression for the outage
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probability of DF relaying in dissimilar Rayleigh fading hannels. They onsider a net-
work with N relays, however, only C relays (C < N) with good hannels are allowed
to deode and forward the information from the soure to the destination. Furthermore,
some approximate performane analysis for DF systems an be found in [14℄[20℄. The
authors in [21℄ suggested that only the best relay among the deoding set shall forward
the information to improve the outage probability performane, whih is named as sele-
tive DF (S-DF) relaying. In [45℄, a losed-form expression for the outage probability in
a ooperative ommuniation system based on relay seletion with low modulation order
has been proposed. However, to the best of our knowledge, none of the authors derived
an exat losed-form expression for the symbol error probability of S-DF ooperative
networks whih is valid for the whole SNR regime.
2.4 Seletive DF relaying in multiple relays senario
In this setion, we fous on deode-and-forward dual-hop ooperative networks with the
relay seletion over independent non-idential Rayleigh fading hannels. The main ob-
jetive is giving a performane analysis of S-DF relay ooperative networks. We derive
exat losed-form expressions for the probability density funtion (PDF) of the reeived
SNR and symbol error probability at the destination of the S-DF ooperative network.
The analytial expressions are validated by omputer simulation results.
2.4.1 System model
Consider a wireless system where a soure node transmits the information to a destination
with the help of N relay nodes. A ooperative ommuniation strategy with two phases
is onsidered. Transmissions are orthogonal either through time or frequeny division.
As shown in Figure 2.6, in Phase 1, the soure broadasts its information to the destina-
tion and relays. The reeived signals yS,D and yS,R
i
at the destination and ith relay an
be written as
yS,D =
√
PShS,Dx+ ηS,D, (2.23)
yS,R
i
=
√
PShS,R
i
x+ ηS,R
i
, (2.24)
respetively, in whih PS is the transmitted power at the soure, x is the transmitted
information symbol, and ηS,D and ηS,R
i
are additive noise. The hannel oeients be-
tween S and D (hS,D) and between S and Ri (hS,R
i
) are at Rayleigh fading oeients,
i.e. they are modeled as zero-mean, omplex Gaussian random variables with varianes
δ2S,D and δ
2
S,R
i
, respetively. The noise terms ηS,D and ηS,R
i
are modeled as zero-mean,
omplex Gaussian random variables with variane N0.
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Figure 2.6: DF ooperative network with relay seletion.
We dene a deoding set Ω with relays whih are able to deode the information from the
soure orretly. In Phase 2, we only ativate the relay that oers the best instantaneous
SNR at the destination among the relays in the deoding set Ω. This relay deodes,
re-enodes and forwards the soure information to the destination. The reeived signal
at the destination from the best relay in this ase an be modeled as
yR
i
,D =
√
PRhR
i
,Dx+ ηR
i
,D, (2.25)
where PR is the transmitted power at the seleted relay. The hannel oeient from
the seleted relay to the destination is hR
i
,D, whih is modeled as a zero-mean, omplex
Gaussian random variable with variane δ2R
i
,D. The noise terms ηRi,D is also modeled as
a zero-mean, omplex Gaussian random variable with variane N0.
Two opies of reeived signal (one is from the diret link and the other is from the indiret
link) are ombined using the MRC tehnique. The ombined signal at the MRC detetor
an be written as
y = a1yS,D + a2yR
i
,D, (2.26)
where the fators a1 and a2 are determined suh that the SNR of the MRC output is
maximized, they an be speied as
a1 =
√
PSh
∗
S,D/N0, a2 =
√
PRh
∗
R
i
,D/N0. (2.27)
Assume that the transmitted symbol x has average power 1, then the reeived instanta-
neous SNR an be expressed as
γD = γSD +max
i∈Ω
(γR
i
D) (2.28)
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where γSD = PS |hS,D|2 /N0 is the instantaneous SNR between S and D, and γR
i
D =
PR |hR
i
,D|2 /N0 is the instantaneous SNR between the seleted relay Ri and the destination
D.
2.4.2 Symbol error rate analysis
SER formulation
The SER formulations for an unoded system with M-PSK or M-QAM modulation are
given by [89℄:
ψPSK(γ) =
1
pi
∫ (M−1)pi/M
0
exp(−gPSKγ
sin2θ
)dθ, (2.29)
ψQAM(γ) = 4KQ(
√
2gQAMγ)− 4K2Q2(
√
2gQAMγ), (2.30)
in whih the γ is SNR, gPSK = sin
2(pi/M), K = 1 − (1/√M), gQAM = 3/2(M − 1), and
Q(u) = (1/
√
2pi)
∫∞
u
exp(−t2/2)dt is the Gaussian Q-funtion. In this paper we prefer
an alternate denite integral form for the Gaussian Q-funtion, whih was implied in the
work of Pawula et.al. [78℄ as follows:
Q(u) =
1
pi
∫ pi/2
0
exp(− u
2
2sin2θ
)dθ, (2.31)
Q2(u) =
1
pi
∫ pi/4
0
exp(− u
2
2sin2θ
)dθ. (2.32)
This form of the Gaussian Q-funtion simplies the analysis and evaluation of the aver-
age SER by allowing to average the hannel oeients inside the integral with a nal
integration, e.g. as shown in (2.37).
Therefore, ifM-PSK modulation is used in the S-DF ooperative system, with the instan-
taneous SNR γD in (2.28), the instantaneous SER of the system with hannel oeients
hS,D and hR
i
,D an be written as
P
hS,D,hR
i
,D
PSK = ψPSK(γD) =
1
pi
∫ (M−1)pi/M
0
exp(−gPSKγD
sin2θ
)dθ. (2.33)
If M-QAM signals are used in this system, the instantaneous SER of the system an also
be expressed as
P
hS,D,hR
i
,D
QAM = ψQAM(γD)
= 4K
1
pi
∫ pi/2
0
exp(−gQAMγD
sin2θ
)dθ − 4K2 1
pi
∫ pi/4
0
exp(−gQAMγD
sin2θ
)dθ. (2.34)
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To ompute the average SER , we must statistially average the onditional SER over
the joint PDF of the reeived instantaneous SNR γD, as follows
Pe = EγD
{
ψPSK/QAM(γD)
}
, (2.35)
where E {} denotes the expetation operator.
In the following, we derive the PDF expressions for the reeived instantaneous SNR. The
relay network in Figure 2.6 an be visualized as a system that has N+1 paths (one diret
path and N indiret paths) between the soure and destination. Let Path 0 represents
the diret link (S → D) and Path i represents the relay link (S → R
i
→ D) where
i = 1, .., N . We assume a random variable yi denote the square of the gain on the i
th
indiret link(S→ R
i
→ D). Sine the relay is assumed to forward the soure information
only if it is able to deode orretly, we an write the PDF of yi as [18℄
fyi(x) = Aiδ(x) + (1−Ai)
1
γ¯R
i
D
exp(− x
γ¯R
i
D
), (2.36)
where δ(x) is the delta funtion, γ¯R
i
D = E
{
h2R
i
,DPR/N0
}
= δ2R
i
,DPR/N0 and Ai represents
the probability that the i-th relay node will not be in the deoding set. Let us take M-
PSK as an example, from previous subsetion we ould onlude that
Ai = EγSR
i
{ψPSK(γSR
i
)}
=
1
pi
∫ (M−1)pi/M
0
EγSR
i
{
exp(−gPSKγSRi
sin2θ
)
}
dθ, (2.37)
where γSR
i
= PS |hS,R
i
|2 /N0. As hS,R
i
exhibits a Rayleigh distribution, the PDF of |hS,R
i
|2
is f|hS,R
i
|2(z) =
1
δ2
S,R
i
exp(− z
δ2
S,R
i
). Then equation (2.37) an be rewritten as
Ai =
1
pi
∫ (M−1)pi/M
0
{∫ ∞
0
exp(−gPSKPSz
N0sin
2θ
)f|hS,R
i
|(z)dz
}
dθ
=
1
pi
∫ (M−1)pi/M
0
1
1 +
gPSKPSδ
2
S,R
i
N0sin2θ
dθ. (2.38)
In order to simplify the analysis of the destination instantaneous SNR, we introdue a
new random variable Z given by the summation of two random variables as Z = γSD+χ,
where χ = maxi=1,...,N(γR
i
D). Sine the two random variables γSD and χ are independent,
the PDF of their sum (Z) is the onvolution of the PDFs of γSD and χ [77℄. The PDF of
γSD an be easily shown as an exponential distribution funtion fγSD(x) =
1
γ¯SD
exp(− x
γ¯SD
),
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while the PDF of χ an be found as follows. The CDF of χ an be written as
Fχ(x) = Pr(max
i∈N
yi ≤ x)
= Pr(y1 ≤ x, ..., yN ≤ x)
=
N∏
i=1
Pr(yi ≤ x) =
N∏
i=1
Fyi(x) (2.39)
where Fyi(x) is the CDF of yi, whih an be easily derived from (2.36). By using the
CDF of yi, the PDF of χ an be found by taking the derivative of (2.39) with respet to
x and after some manipulations. Ikki and Ahmed [45℄ give the losed-form expression of
fχ(x) as
fχ(x) =
(
N∏
i=1
Ai
)
δ(x) +
N∑
k=1
(−1)k+1
N−k+1∑
λ1=1
N−k+2∑
λ2=λ1+1
· · ·
N∑
λk=λk−1+1
k∏
i=1
(1− Aλi) exp
(
− x
γ¯Rλ
i
D
)
×
k∑
i=1
1
γ¯Rλ
i
D
. (2.40)
By using the PDFs of γSD and χ and doing the onvolution, the PDF of γD an be written
as
fγD(x) =
(∏N
i=1Ai
)
γ¯SD
exp
(
− x
γ¯SD
)
+
N∑
k=1
(−1)k+1
N−k+1∑
λ1=1
N−k+2∑
λ2=λ1+1
· · ·
N∑
λk=λk−1+1
∏k
i=1 (1− Aλi)
γ¯SD − 1∑k
i=1
1
γ¯Rλ
i
D
×
[
exp
(
− x
γ¯SD
)
−
k∏
i=1
exp
(
− x
γ¯Rλ
i
D
)]
, (2.41)
where γ¯SD = δ
2
S,DPS/N0 and γ¯Rλ
i
D = δ
2
Rλ
i
,DPR/N0. Although (2.41) has multiple summa-
tions and multipliations, all these operations are nite and easy to handle numerially.
In a speial ase, where all the relay links are idential(γ¯R
i
D = γ¯ and Ai = A), the PDF
of γD an be simplied to
fγD(x) =
AN
γ¯SD
exp
(
− x
γ¯SD
)
+
N∑
k=1
(−1)k+1
(
N
k
)
(1− A)k
γ¯SD − γ¯/k
×
[
exp
(
− x
γ¯SD
)
− exp
(
−xk
γ¯
)]
. (2.42)
Average symbol error rate
As we mentioned before, the average symbol error rate an be found by averaging the
instantaneous SER (2.33),(2.34) over the Rayleigh fading hannels hS,D, hS,R
i
and hR
i
,D
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with varianes δ2S,D, δ
2
S,R
i
and δ2R
i
,D, respetively. After omputing the PDF of the in-
stantaneous SNR, we are able to obtain the average SER of S-AF system by substituting
(2.41) into (2.35). If M-PSK modulation is used, the average SER an be written as
Pe,M -PSK = EγD {ψPSK(γD)}
=
1
pi
∫ (M−1)pi/M
0
{∫ ∞
0
exp(−gPSKx
sin2θ
)fγD(x)dx
}
dθ
=
1
pi
∫ (M−1)pi/M
0
N∏
i=1
Ai
1
1 + gPSKγ¯SD
sin2θ
+
N∑
k=1
(−1)k+1
N−k+1∑
λ1=1
N−k+2∑
λ2=λ1+1
· · ·
N∑
λk=λk−1+1

∏k
i=1 (1−Aλi)
γ¯SD − 1∑k
i=1
1
γ¯Rλ
i
D
· 1gPSK
sin2θ
+ 1
γ¯SD
−
∏k
i=1 (1− Aλi)
γ¯SD − 1∑k
i=1
1
γ¯Rλ
i
D
· 1
gPSK
sin2θ
+
∑k
i=1
1
γ¯Rλ
i
D

 dθ, (2.43)
where γ¯SD = δ
2
S,DPS/N0 and γ¯Rλ
i
D = δ
2
Rλ
i
,DPR/N0.
If M-QAM modulation is used, the average SER an be written as
Pe,M -QAM = EγD {ψQAM(γD)}
=
4K
pi
∫ pi/2
0
{∫ ∞
0
exp(−gQAMx
sin2θ
)fγD(x)dx
}
dθ
−4K
2
pi
∫ pi/4
0
{∫ ∞
0
exp(−gQAMx
sin2θ
)fγD(x)dx
}
dθ, (2.44)
where
∫ ∞
0
exp(−gQAMx
sin2θ
)fγD(x)dx =
N∏
i=1
Ai
1
1 +
gQAMγ¯SD
sin2θ
+
N∑
k=1
(−1)k+1
N−k+1∑
λ1=1
N−k+2∑
λ2=λ1+1
· · ·
N∑
λk=λk−1+1

∏k
i=1 (1−Aλi)
γ¯SD − 1∑k
i=1
1
γ¯Rλi
D
· 1gQAM
sin2θ
+ 1
γ¯SD
−
∏k
i=1 (1− Aλi)
γ¯SD − 1∑k
i=1
1
γ¯Rλi
D
· 1gQAM
sin2θ
+
∑k
i=1
1
γ¯RλiD

 . (2.45)
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2.4.3 Bandwidth eieny
In a onventional multiple relay ooperation senario, eah relay reeives the information
from the soure and re-transmits the information to the destination if neessary. This
protool ahieves full diversity order, however, it requires N + 1 (N is the number of
ooperated relays) phases and the bandwidth eieny is only nconvBE = 1/(N+1) symbols
per hannel use (SPCU). In the relay seletion senario, the objetive is to inrease the
bandwidth eieny, while ahieving full diversity order.
We derive the ahievable bandwidth eieny of S-DF ooperation system as follows.
From the previous setion, the probability of the relay i not belonging to the deoding
set is Ai, as dened by equation (2.38). If none of relays is in the deoding set, then
the soure does not ooperate with any of the relays. Therefore, the probability of diret
transmission PrD an be written as:
PrD =
∏
i∈Ω
Ai. (2.46)
By substituting (2.38) into (2.46), in the PSK ase, this probability an be expressed as
PrD =
∏
i∈Ω
1
pi
∫ (M−1)pi/M
0
1
1 +
gPSKPSδ
2
S,R
i
N0sin2θ
dθ. (2.47)
Therefore, the probability of the relay ooperation ase PrC is
PrC = 1− PrD. (2.48)
The bandwidth eieny of the diret transmission is 1 SPCU, whereas the bandwidth
eieny of the relay ooperation is 1/2 SPCU sine it requires 2 phases for one trans-
mission. Then the average bandwidth eieny of the S-DF an be written as
nBE = PrD +
1
2
PrC. (2.49)
Figure 2.7 depits the bandwidth eieny of the S-DF ooperation system and the
onventional ooperative senario for dierent numbers of relays and unity soure-relay
hannel varianes. In S-DF system, it is obvious that the bandwidth eieny dereases
down to 0.5 as relay number N inreases, beause the probability of the diret transmis-
sion dereases down to 0 as N approahes to ∞. Furthermore, we plot the bandwidth
eieny of the onventional ooperative senario, nconvBE = 1/(N+1) (SPCU), to show the
signiant advantage of the S-DF ooperative system over the onventional ooperative
senario.
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Figure 2.7: Bandwidth eieny of the S-DF ooperation system.
Figure 2.8: SER performane of S-DF ooperative sheme with QPSK modulation and dif-
ferent number of relay nodes. It is assumed that δ2S,D = δ
2
S,R
i
= δ2R
i
,D = 1 and
PS = P,PR = P/2.
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Figure 2.9: SER performane for S-DF ooperative sheme with 16QAM modulation and
dierent number of relay nodes. It is assumed that δ2S,D = δ
2
S,R
i
= δ2R
i
,D = 1 and
PS = P,PR = P/2.
2.4.4 SER performane
In this setion, we provide the results obtained from the mathematial expressions pre-
sented in the previous Setion. We plot the performane urves in terms of SER versus
the SNR of the transmitted signal. We also show the results from omputer simulations
for the seletive relay system shown in Figure 2.6 and ompare the results with those
found from the previous analytial model.
Figure 2.8 and Fig 2.9 show the SER of a multi-node S-DF ooperative ommuniation
system with dierent values of the number of relay nodes onsidering QPSK and 16QAM
signalling, respetively. We plot the simulated SER urves, whih veried the orretness
of the analytial SER results obtained in (2.43) and (2.44). The diret-transmission SER
urve is plotted as well to show the eet of employing the relays in a ooperative way. We
an see that as the number of relay node N inreases, the orresponding improvement
also inreases. From Figure 2.8 and Figure 2.9, we an also notie that the number
of ooperating relays has a strong impat on the performane enhanement sine the
ahieved diversity order of the analyzed system is equal to N + 1.
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2.4.5 Conlusion
This setion presents the performane analysis for the deode-and-forward ooperative
diversity network with relay seletion over Rayleigh fading hannels. The exat novel
losed-form expressions for the total SNR at the destination and symbol error rate per-
formane are obtained. Computer simulation results veried the auray and the or-
retness of the proposed analysis. Numerial results are provided to show the signiant
advantages of the relay seletion in a ooperative ommuniation system. Furthermore,
it an be seen that ooperative diversity networks with relay seletion have better SER
performane and bandwidth eieny ompared with that of the regular relay networks.
2.5 Joint beamforming design and relay seletion
In previous setion, the relay seletion sheme is explored in the SISO ase. Next, we
fous on a senario of a half-duplex MIMO relay network with ooperation of multiple
relay nodes.
2.5.1 State of the art and motivation
The beamforming vetor design for a MIMO relay system is disussed reently in several
literature. The half-duplex MIMO AF relay hannel has been onsidered in [96℄, the
beamforming vetor for relay node is designed to maximize the apaity between the
soure and the destination in the absene of a diret link between the soure and the
destination. The author developed the optimal linear transeiver for a single relay station
system by assuming that the hannel state information (CSI) of the soure-relay link and
the relay-destination link is available at the relay station. In [41℄, the author designed a
joint reeive and transmit beamforming for a wireless network onsisting of a transmitter,
a reeiver, and a relay node. Results show that joint proessing outperforms the separate
optimization of reeive and transmit beamforming signiantly.
Most of beamforming shemes assume that full CSI knowledge is available at the trans-
mitter side. This assumption is unfortunately infeasible in pratie, espeially in urrent
frequeny division duplex (FDD) systems. A more eient method is to share a pre-
dened odebook between the soure and the destination. In this ase, the destination
an send bak the label of the preferred beamforming vetor. This tehnology is generally
referred to the limited feedbak tehnology [53℄,[110℄. The author in [53℄ employs a Grass-
mannian odebook to redue the feedbak overhead by limited feedbak. For Rayleigh
fading hannels, the optimal beamforming vetor has been shown to be uniformly dis-
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tributed on the unit sphere. Based on this observation, the Grassmannian odebook [69℄
is proved to be an appropriate hoie to quantize the beamforming vetors.
In existing literature, the beamforming design and the relay seletion is usually onsidered
as two separate proesses. In our work, we jointly optimize the beamforming vetors and
the relay seletion matrix under a limited feedbak situation. And we also address the
diret link in the system model to provide ooperative diversity gain.
2.5.2 System model
Consider a wireless system where a soure node with MS antennas transmits the infor-
mation to a destination with MD antennas with the help of N relay nodes, whih are all
equipped with MR antennas. A ooperative ommuniation strategy with two phases is
onsidered, i.e. transmissions are orthogonal either through time or frequeny division.
Figure 2.10: Channel model of a half-duplex multiple MIMO AF relay system.
As shown in Figure 2.10, in Phase 1, the soure employs the soure beamforming vetor sS
to map the input symbol to its antennas and broadasts its information to the destination
and relays. The reeived signals yS,D and yS,Ri at the destination and relays an be written
as, respetively,
yS,D =
√
PSHS,DsSx+ ηS,D, (2.50)
yS,Ri =
√
PSHS,RisSx+ ηS,Ri , (2.51)
in whih PS is the transmitted power at the soure, and x is the transmitted information
symbol, here we have assumed E {|x|2} = 1 to fulll the soure power onstraint. ηS,D ∈
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CMR×1 and ηS,Ri ∈ CMD×1 are additive noise vetors, whih are modeled as zero-mean,
omplex Gaussian random variables with variane N0. The matries HS,D ∈ CMD×MS
and HS,Ri ∈ CMR×MS model the at Rayleigh fading hannels of the soure-destination
and soure-ith relay, respetively.
Relays use ombining vetors rS,Ri to reover input symbol. In Phase 2, the appropriate
relay whih oers the largest reeived SNR at the destination will be ativated and
multiplies the reovered symbol by the relay beamforming vetor sRi . The relay forwards
the transmit signal to the destination with the power PR. The relay transmitted signal
is:
xrelay = sRiσr
H
S,Ri
(
√
PSHS,RisSx+ ηS,Ri) (2.52)
where σ is the relay amplier fator to fulll the relay power onstraint. The power on-
straint limits the power of the relay transmit signal what an be expressed as: E {||xrelay||2} =
PS||sRiσrHS,RiHS,RisS||2 + ||sRiσrHS,Ri ||2 = 1. Therefore, σ = (PS||HS,RisS||2 + 1)−
1
2
.
The destination uses ombining vetors rD and rRi,D to reover two versions of the input
symbol whih are separated in two phases:
y0 =
√
PSr
H
DHS,DsSx+ r
H
DηS,D (2.53)
y1 =
√
PRPSr
H
Ri,D
HRi,DsRiσr
H
S,Ri
HS,RisSx
+ rHRi,D(
√
PRHRi,DsRiσr
H
S,Ri
ηS,Ri + ηRi,D), (2.54)
where ηRi,D ∈ CMD×MR is the destination additive noise vetor distributed aording to
CN (0,N0). The matries HRi,D ∈ CMD×MR model the at Rayleigh fading hannel of the
ith relay-destination link. rD and rRi,D are ombining vetors to reover input symbol at
the destination.
Therefore, the reeived SNRs for the soure-destination, soure-relay, and relay-destination
link an be expressed as:
γ0 = PS|rHDHS,DsS|2
γ1,Ri = PS|rHS,RiHS,RisS|2
γ2,Ri = PR|rHRi,DHRi,DsRi |2. (2.55)
Next, the destination ombines the signals of the diret link and the seleted indiret link
by using the MRC tehnique. The ombined signal at the MRC detetor an be written
as
y = a0y0 + a1y1, (2.56)
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where the fators a0 and a1 are determined suh that the SNR of the MRC output is
maximized. They an be speied as
a0 = (
√
PSr
H
DHS,DsS)
H/||rD||2,
a1 = (
√
PRPSr
H
Ri,D
HRi,DsRiσr
H
S,Ri
HS,RisS)
H/
(||rHRi,D(
√
PRHRi,DsRiσr
H
S,Ri
||2 + ||rHS,Ri||2). (2.57)
If we assume the appropriate relay is seleted, the reeived total SNR an be expressed
as:
γD = γ0 + γRi
= γ0 +
γ1,Riγ2,Ri
γ1,Ri + γ2,Ri + 1
=
PSPR|rHRi,DHRi,DsRiσrHS,RiHS,RisS|2
||rHRi,D
√
PRHRi,DsRiσr
H
S,Ri
||2 + 1 + PS||r
H
DHS,DsS||2, (2.58)
where we have assumed E {|x|2} = 1 and ||rD|| = ||rS,Ri|| = ||rRi,D|| = 1 without loss of
generality.
2.5.3 Optimal beamforming design and relay seletion approah
with full CSI assumption
Previous related work on beamforming design has been done in [43℄ whih aims at opti-
mizing the system rate by using an iterative approah in the senario of a single MIMO
AF relay network without ooperation with the diret link. Here, we intend to nd the
optimal soure beamforming vetor s∗S, the appropriate relay index i and the relay beam-
forming vetor s∗Ri whih maximize the total reeived SNR subjet to the relay power
onstraints. This optimization problem an be expressed as:
maxsS,sRi ,i
PSPR|rHRi,DHRi,DsRiσr
H
S,Ri
HS,Ri
sS|2
||rH
Ri,D
√
PRHRi,DsRiσr
H
S,Ri
||2+1 + PS||rHDHS,DsS||2,
s.t. σ = (PS||HS,RisS||2 + 1)−
1
2 = 1. (2.59)
To solve this optimization problem we rst onsider the single relay senario in Figure
2.11 as a sub-problem.
For eah relay, the total SNR is maximized if γ0 and γRi are maximized, whih are shown
in (2.58). The only ommon parameter in maximizing these two parts is the soure
beamforming vetor sS. By xing sS the optimal values of the other parameters an be
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Figure 2.11: Half-duplex single MIMO AF relay hannel model with the diret link.
easily obtained as shown in [53℄. After other parameters are determined, the optimal s∗S
for a spei relay an be expressed as:
s∗S = arg max||sS||=1
PS||HS,RisS||2PR||HRi,Ds∗Ri ||2
1 + PS||HS,Riss||2 + PR||HRi,Ds∗Ri ||2
+ PS||HS,DsS||2, (2.60)
where the optimal relay beamforming vetor is s∗Ri = argmax||sRi ||=1 PR||HRi,DsRi||2.
After the soure and relay beamforming vetors are determined, the appropriate relay
whih oers the maximum result of the objetive funtion (2.59) will be seleted.
It has to be noted that the objetive funtion in (2.59) may have multiple loal maximal
points. This problem does not have analyti solution. Hene, we use an iterative approah
to perform this optimization. Therefore, we are more interested in a suboptimal sheme
whih has a more simple struture and an provide some insight on the design of a limited
feedbak beamforming sheme.
2.5.4 Proposed sheme with limited feedbak
After having identied the optimal sheme, we ontinue to onsider the limited feedbak
sheme for the beamforming design and relay seletion in the urrent system. In this
setion, we assume that hannel state information is only available at the reeiver side,
i.e. the relay node knows HS,Ri and the destination node knows HS,D and HRi,D. Respet
to the limited feedbak, we assume that the soure beamforming vetor sS is hosen from
a odebook C0 shared between the soure and destination. The relay beamforming vetor
sRi is hosen from a odebook C2 shared between the relay and the destination.
To solve the optimization problem in (2.59), the knowledge of HS,Ri and HS,D should
be available at one node (the relay or the destination). That means the destination
and relays should exhange their information about HS,Ri and HS,D. In [53℄, the author
proposed a sheme of quantizing the hannel HS,D and feedbak this information to the
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relay node. This sheme requires extreme auray for hannel quantization and generates
additional feedbak delay. Therefore, we propose a limited forwarding strategy, in whih
relays quantize the soure-relay hannel HS,Ri by using a proper odebook and forward
this information to the destination. It has to be noted that, ||HS,Ris||2 =
∑M
i=1 d
2
i |vHi s|2,
where M = rank(HS,Ri), vi and d
2
i are right singular vetors and singular values of HS,Ri ,
respetively. With this theorem, the destination only needs to be aware of singular values
and right singular vetors of the soure-relay hannels. Sine our fous in this work is on
the vetor quantization feedbak sheme, the hannel information an be exhanged by
using the existing well-designed vetor odebook instead of other matrix odebooks.
The singular value is real salar and an be eiently quantized with a onventional
salar quantizer. For quantizing the singular vetors, the relay and the destination share
a odebook C1. Eah singular vetor vi is quantized to a vetor v˜i ∈ C1 with minimal
hordal distane [39℄:
v˜i = arg min
w∈C1
√
1− |wHvi|2, (2.61)
where the hordal distane of two unit vetors is the sine of the angle between the two
vetors.
It is known that these right singular vetors are uniformly distributed on the unit sphere
for a Rayleigh fading hannel matrix. [69℄ has shown that the riterion of maximizing
the minimum Grassmannian subspae distane between any pair of odewords is quasi-
optimal in this situation. [43℄ disussed the soure and relay beamforming odebook
design riteria. It showed that the onventional Grassmannian subspae paking method
is able to guarantee the overall performane in dual hop pre-oding systems. However, it
is still an open problem whether the developed odebook design an be diretly employed
in our system.
By substituting all the quantized vetors into (2.58), the destination obtains the reeived
SNR of all individual relay links ombined with the diret link:
γDi = γ0 +
γ1,Riγ2,Ri
γ1,Ri + γ2,Ri + 1
, (2.62)
where γ1,Ri, γ2,Ri and γ0 are given in (2.55).
The destination node ompares all γDi values and the relay reating the largest reeived
SNR is seleted as the appropriate relay node. In the following, we outline the steps to
determine beamforming vetors and the preferred relay with the limited feedbak shemes:
• Eah relay quantizes the right singular vetors and singular values of the soure-
relay hannels using a odebook C1, whih is shared between the relay and the
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destination. Labels of these quantized vetors and quantized values are sent to the
destination.
• The destination omputes all reeived SNR objetive funtions (2.62). The optimal
relay and optimal beamforming vetor with the maximum γDi are seleted.
• The destination feedbaks the label of the relay beamforming vetor to the seleted
relay, whih will be used in the seond transmit phase. Moreover, it sends the label
of the soure beamforming vetor and seleted relay to the soure. The soure uses
this vetor as its beamforming vetor in the rst transmit phase.
2.5.5 Simulation results
To evaluate the SER performane of the optimal and the proposed beamforming de-
sign as well as relay seletion shemes in a multiple MIMO AF relay network, the sim-
ulation ongurations are shown as follows. The antenna onguration is foused on
(MS,MR,MD) = (2, 2, 1). The input symbols belong to a QPSK onstellation with unit
power. We assume a quasi-stati at fading hannel model, in whih the hannel matries
are modeled as i.i.d Rayleigh fading hannels aording to CN (0,N0). The transmitted
power at all the relay stations is set to 10 logPR = 8dB. The Grassmannian odebook
provided in [68℄ is employed with dierent odebook sizes (see Appendix A).
In Figure 2.12, we ompare several shemes in a single relay senario, whih is shown
in Figure 2.11, inluding the optimal beamforming sheme with full CSI, the quantizing
sheme from [53℄, the random vetor quantization and our proposed sheme. The SER
values are reorded for dierent values of the transmitted power PS at the soure node.
From these SER urves, we nd that our sheme outperforms other quantization shemes
and only shows slight performane loss ompared to the optimal beamforming sheme in
the single relay senario. For the optimal beamforming sheme, we use the brute-fore
method to nd the loally optimal soure beamforming by using (2.60).
Our proposed sheme onsists of three odebooks C0, C1 and C2 with size N0, N1 and
N2 bits, respetively. Following the three steps for our proposed sheme, one an easily
onlude that it needs in total N ∗R∗(b+N1)+N0+N2 feedbak bits, where R is the rank
of soure-relay hannel, b is the number of bits that a salar quantizer uses and N is the
number of relays. Whereas the sheme proposed in [53℄ requires (R+1)∗b+NR0 +N1+N2
feedbak bits. Table 2.1 ompares these values for the ase of N = N0 = N1 = N2 =
3, or 4. When we onsider the ase of a 4 relays senario and b = 3, the proposed algorithm
has about 35% less feedbak bits ompared with the existing work in [53℄. From these
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Figure 2.12: SER performane of dierent shemes in single MIMO relay senario with diret
link.
results, we an also onlude that our proposed algorithm shows more advantage over the
existing approah in literature when the number of ooperated relays inreases.
Table 2.1: Comparison of feedbak bits for dierent quantization shemes
Sheme
Number of feedbak bits
Codebook size=3 bits Codebook size=4 bits
Quantized sheme from [53℄ (3b+ 12) ∗N (4b+ 15) ∗N
Proposed sheme (2b+ 6) ∗N + 6 (3b+ 9) ∗N + 6
Figure 2.13 ompares the SER performane of a multiple MIMO AF relay system with
dierent values of the number of relay nodes. Our proposed sheme shows only slight
performane degradation ompared with the optimal full CSI ase. The simulation results
verify that as the number of relay nodes N inreases the performane of this ooperative
system also inreases due to the so-alled seletion diversity eet. We an also notie
that the number of ooperating relays has a strong impat on performane enhanement
sine the ahieved diversity order of the analyzed system is equal to N + 1.
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Figure 2.13: SER performane of the optimal and the proposed shemes with dierent numbers
of relay nodes.
2.5.6 Conlusion
In this setion, relay seletion and beamforming vetor design shemes for a half-duplex
multiple MIMO AF relay network has been disussed. We rstly assumed the han-
nel state information is available at all nodes to investigate the optimal soure and relay
beamforming vetor design and the relay seletion. Based on this struture, a new limited
feedbak joint relay seletion and beamforming vetor design sheme, whih employs a
new hannel quantization strategy and entralized seletion, was proposed. The proposed
sheme, whih hooses the best relay and optimizes the beamforming vetors maximizing
the reeived SNR, an signiantly redue the required number of feedbak bits and main-
tain a suitable performane ompared to the optimal non-pratial solution. Simulation
results show that our sheme approahes the performane of the sheme with full CSI
assumption and outperforms onventional shemes, while having lower omputational
omplexity and lower feedbak delay. The ooperative diversity gain is also veried by
the simulation result.
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2.6 Summary
This hapter starts with a brief overview of ooperative ommuniations. The relay
protool diers aording to relay signal proessing apabilities. Three of main relaying
protools are the amplify-and-forward, deode-and-forward, and ompress-and-forward
relaying.
Then we have disussed the performane omparisons of basi ooperation protools
through alulating outage apaity and haraterizing diversity gains in a single relay
senario. In a multiple relay senario, the researh of relay seletion always attrats atten-
tion sine the performane of relay transmissions is strongly aeted by the ollaborative
strategy.
We have derived an exat losed-form expression for the symbol error probability of the
seletive DF relaying strategy over Rayleigh fading hannels. Simulation results verify
the auray and the orretness of the proposed analysis. Numerial results show the
signiant advantages of the relay seletion in a ooperative ommuniation system and
an be onsidered as a performane lower bound for the future researh.
Furthermore, an eetive joint beamforming vetor design and relay seletion sheme for
a MIMO relay system has been proposed. Most of existing literature assumes that the
hannel state information is available at all nodes. We have employed a new hannel
quantization strategy to jointly design beamforming vetors and perform relay seletion
with limited feedbak. Simulation results show that proposed sheme outperforms other
quantization shemes and only shows slight performane loss ompared to the theoretial
optimal beamforming design. With respet to the number of feedbak bits, our algorithm
shows great advantage ompared to the sheme proposed in [53℄.
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Chapter 3
Relay enhaned LTE-A ellular network
3.1 Evolution of LTE
The Long Term Evolution (LTE) tehnology was standardized as part of the 3GPP Re-
lease 8, whih was nalized in Deember 2008. The LTE standard is an evolution of
the UMTS (3G) with many improved features. The LTE utilizes orthogonal frequeny
domain multiple (OFDM) and MIMO tehnologies to improve the spetral eieny and
transmission rate. It an provide downlink peak rate of 300 Mbit/s, uplink peak rates up
to 75 Mbit/s and a radio aess network delay of less than 5 ms. LTE supports salable
arrier bandwidths, from 1.4 MHz to 20 MHz, to inrease the spetrum exibility. The
LTE speiation improves the support for fast-moving mobiles (up to 350 km/h) and
multi-ast broadast streams. Both frequeny division duplex (FDD) and time-division
duplex (TDD) ommuniation systems are inluded in the LTE standard. Moreover, the
LTE utilizes orthogonal frequeny domain multiple aess (OFDMA) for downlink trans-
mission and single-arrier frequeny domain multiple aess (SC-FDMA) for uplink to
onserve power.
The 3GPP Release 9 as an minor enhanement of Release 8 brought some additional
features and smaller optimizations:
• deployment of Home eNodeB (HeNB) (LTE femtoells),
• loation servies to pinpoint the loation of a mobile devie (LTE positioning),
• self organizing network (SON) features,
• evolved multimedia broadast and multiast servie (eMBMS) for LTE,
• publi warning system (PWS) .
LTE-Advaned, whih is an enhaned evolution of LTE, is motivated by meeting the
performane requirements set by the international teleommuniation union (ITU) for 4G
ellular networks to be deployed globally [109℄. LTE-Advaned refers to 3GPP Release
10 whih is a major release ompared to 3GPP Release 9. In reent years, the tehnology
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of LTE-Advaned develops very fast beause of the aim of ahieving high-speed, high-
apaity and high-overage ommuniations. There are some important new tehniques
brought out: arrier aggregation (CA), relay nodes, enhaned MIMO, enhaned inter-
ell interferene oordination (eICIC), and oordinated multipoint proessing (CoMP)
as shown in Figure 3.1. During Release 10 time frame, all of them exept CoMP were
standardized. Notable features of LTE-A inluded:
• Inreased peak data rate: DL 3 Gbit/s, UL 1.5 Gbit/s,
• Higher spetral eieny: from a maximum of 16 bit/s/Hz in R8 to 30 bit/s/Hz in
R10,
• Allowing the ombination of up to ve separate arriers to enable bandwidths up
to 100 MHz,
• Higher order MIMO antenna ongurations up to 8x8 downlink and 4x4 uplink,
• Inreased number of simultaneously ative subsribers,
• Improved performane at ell edges, e.g. for DL 2x2 MIMO at least 2.40 bit/s/Hz/ell.
Figure 3.1: The key features from LTE to LTE-Advaned.
3GPP Release 11, whih was nalized in 2013, was built on the platform of Release
10 with a number of renements to existing apabilities, e.g., enhanements to arrier
aggregation, MIMO, relay nodes and eICIC, introdution of new frequeny bands, and
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oordinated multipoint transmission and reeption to enable simultaneous ommuniation
with multiple ells.
The next evolutionary step of LTE (Release 12) started at a 3GPP RAN workshop in
June 2012. The expeted freeze date for Release 12 is September 2014. New requirements
of Release 12 are energy saving, ost eieny, support for diverse appliation and tra
types, and bakhaul enhanements [13℄. Some of new features for Release 12 inluded:
• enhaned small ells for LTE,
• inter-site arrier aggregation, to mix and math the apabilities and bakhaul of
adjaent ells,
• enhaned multi-antenna transmission: massive MIMO,
• inter-operation between LTE and WiFi or HSPDA,
• new and enhaned servies.
3.2 Relay in LTE-Advaned
Relaying is one of the features being proposed for the 4G LTE-Advaned system. In the
LTE system, the use of tehnologies suh as MIMO and OFDM an signiantly improve
the spetral eieny and the network apaity for the whole network, but do not fully
mitigate the problems experiened at the ell edge. As the ell edge performane is be-
oming more ritial, it is neessary to look at solutions that will enhane the performane
at the ell edge with a omparatively low ost. One solution that is being investigated
and proposed is that of the use of LTE relays.
3.2.1 Classiations of urrent relaying onepts
In dierent appliation senarios, it may require dierent types of relay node. Catego-
rization of relay an be done aording to many aspets, e.g., the duplex format, the
transmission sheme, and so on. Figure 3.2 summarizes tehnial riteria of dierent
fundamental relaying approahes.
Half and full duplex relay
With the respet to duplex format, the relay nodes an be lassied into the half-duplex
and full-duplex relay. In the half-duplex relay, the transmission and reeption annot
happen simultaneously, i.e. the transmissions must be time multiplexed or frequeny
multiplexed. In the full-duplex relay, the relay is able to transmit and reeive at the
same time, if there is good isolation between the transmit and reeive antennas.
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Figure 3.2: A taxonomy of urrent relaying tehnologies.
Inband and outband relay
With the respet to the relay node's usage of spetrum, its operation an be lassied
into inband and outband. In inband ase, the eNB-relay link shares the same arrier
frequeny with relay-user equipment (UE) links. Whereas, in outband ase, the eNB-
relay link does not operate in the same arrier frequeny as relay-UE links. During
inband relaying, the relay node might ause interferene to its own reeiver beause the
relay transmitter ould be transmitting on the same frequeny band as its own relay
UEs. This implies bakhaul link transmission and aess link reeption, or bakhaul link
reeption and aess link transmission annot happen simultaneously. Therefore, half-
duplex mode should be deployed for inband relaying, unless a suient isolation of the
outgoing and inoming signals is provided, suh as by means of well-isolated antenna
strutures. In ontrast, outband relay operation is straightforward, sine it only requires
adequate frequeny planning.
Transparent and non-transparent relay
With the respet to the knowledge at the UE, relays an be lassied into transparent
and non-transparent. In the transparent ase, the UE is not aware of whether or not it
ommuniates with the network via the relay. In non-transparent ase, the UE is aware
of whether or not it is ommuniating with the network via the relay.
Dierent forwarding strategies relay
As we mentioned in Chapter 2, a relay an be lassied with regarding to forwarding
strategies. An AF relay, whih is normally referred to as repeater, simply sales the
signal and transmits an amplied version of it to the destination. DF relay is more
sophistiated, sine it rst deodes and then regenerates the transmitted signal. Due to
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this ability, the DF relay an utilize link adaptation and interferene ontrol. However,
this behavior auses additional omplexity and protool overhead. In CF relay, the relay
sends a ompressed version of the soure transmission to the destination.
Relay protool layers
Aording to the protool layers in whih the main funtionality is performed, the relays
an be lassied as Layer 1, Layer 2 and Layer 3 relay [48℄. As their names imply,
they work at dierent Layers of the protool stak. The Layer 1 relay is also alled as
repeater, whih works at the physial layer (PHY) , is mainly used for overage extension
with advantages of low-ost implementation and short proessing delays. Speiations
on repeater performane are already dened in LTE Rel. 8. The Layer 2 relay works
up to the medium aess ontrol (MAC) and radio link ontrol (RLC) layers. With
demodulation and deoding proessing, the Layer 2 relay overomes the drawbak in
Layer 1 relays aused by ampliation of interferene and noise. A better throughput
eet an therefore be expeted ompared with Layer 1 relay. The Layer 3 relay, whih
has frational funtions of the base station (BS), an improve throughput by eliminating
inter-ell interferene and noise. In 3GPP, it has been standardized speiations for the
layer 3 relay tehnology in LTE Rel. 10.
3.2.2 Relay types in 3GPP
As dened in 3GPP speiation, there are two basi types of relay node (RN) that
are being proposed [9℄: Type 1 relay and Type 2 relay, whih are nontransparent and
transparent, respetively.
• Type-1 relays: The basi Type 1 LTE relay provides half duplex with inband trans-
mission. The relay nodes, whih appear in the same way as a regular eNB, ontrol
ells with their own identity inluding the transmission of their own synhronization
hannels and referene symbols.
• Type-2 relays: From the perspetive of the UE, UEs are not able to distinguish a
relay from the main eNB within the ell, i.e., a relay node just expands the ell
spanned by the donor eNB (DeNB) .
The relay lassiation and orresponding features in LTE-A are summarized in Table
3.1.
Type-1 relays
The baseline for Type-1 relays has been deeply disussed in the LTE-A speiation
Release 10, i.e., inluding all relevant parts that have been standardized. From the
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Table 3.1: Summary of relay lassiation & features
Relay type Duplex format Knowledge in the UE Usage of spetrum Cell ID
Type 1 Half-duplex Non-transparent Inband Yes
Type 1.a Full-duplex Non-transparent Outband Yes
Type 1.b Full-duplex Non-transparent Inband Yes
Type 2 Full-duplex Transparent Inband No
DeNB point of view, the Type-1 relay initially ats as a UE when it attahes to the
network. After reeiving information with signaling messages from the eNB, the RN
identies itself as a relay. The wireless bakhaul link (eNB-RN) is speied in form of a
new introdued air interfae Un between DeNB and RN in LTE-A. From the UE point
of view, a Type-1 relay behaves similarly to an eNB. The wireless aess link (relay-UE)
is therefore ompliant to the standard air interfae Uu in 3GPP, whih ensures bakward
ompatibility to LTE Release 8 UEs. However, it has signiant dierenes from a maro
ell eNB. First of all, a Type-1 relay has muh lower transmit power and antenna gains,
and the number of antennas might be very limited due to the size of relay sites. Also,
sine the hannel apaity of wireless bakhaul is generally inferior to wire bakhaul, the
performane of relay link will be limited by the wireless bakhaul.
As mentioned before, the RN ommuniates with the eNB via the bakhaul link and with
the UE via the aess link. To avoid self-interferene, these two transmissions should
be separated either in time, frequeny, or antenna onguration. Hene, 3GPP further
distinguishes three dierent sub-types within Type-1 relays [9℄:
• Type 1 relay: This relay is an inband relay in whih the bakhaul link and aess
link share the same arrier frequeny. Isolation is done in the time domain, implying
that some of the sub-frames are reserved for the bakhaul link and annot be used
for the aess link to the relay-attahed UEs.
• Type 1a relay: This relay is an outband relay in whih separate arrier frequenies
are used for the bakhaul and aess link. Isolation is already ahieved in the
frequeny domain.
• Type 1b relay: This relay is also an inband relay; however, isolation is not done in
the time domain, but via adequate antenna onguration.
In 3GPP Release 10, only the rst two lasses are envisioned.
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Type-2 relays
As already mentioned above, Type-2 relay nodes are transparent, whih means that the
UE is not aware of the presene of an RN in the transmission path. More speially,
a Type-2 RN is haraterized by the following features in 3GPP [9℄ (although the de-
tailed sheme and funtionality of Type-2 relay have not been dened so far in LTE-A
speiation):
• Type-2 relays do not have a separate physial ell ID, synhronization, or broadast
hannels.
• Type-2 relays are transparent to Release 8 LTE UEs; a Rel-8 UE should not be
aware of the presene of a Type-2 RN.
• Type-2 relays an transmit their own physial downlink shared hannel (PDSCH)
to ahieve an inrease in overall ell apaity.
• Type-2 relays at least do not transmit ell-spei referene signal (CRS) and phys-
ial downlink shared hannel (PDCCH).
With these features, the main objetive of a Type 2 relay is to inrease the system
apaity. It is mainly used to inrease data throughput for loal UEs. Type 2 relays an
eliminate propagating the interferene and noise to the next hop, so they an reinfore
signal quality and ahieve muh better link performane. Sine a UE is also unable to
provide a hannel quality indiator (CQI) feedbak for relay signals in a Type 2 relay,
eetive link adaptation is not possible. Moreover, as UE is unaware of the existene of
the relay, it is unable to provide a measurement report to aid the eNB in seletion of the
best relay node.
3.2.3 LTE-A relay senarios
The relay tehnology attrats more researh interests after it is announed to be onsid-
ered as part of the LTE Advaned standard. In [30℄, several potential relay senarios,
whih are of urrent interest to major operators, are presented as shown in Figure 3.3. Al-
though not all of them were inluded in the 3GPP Release 11 speiation, the disussion
still makes sense to identify future relay tehnologies.
• Rural area
In a rural area, the environment varies slowly and features low user density. Addi-
tional relay node deployment an provide an eient solution to redue the maro
eNBs deployment ost in this ase. As line of sight (LOS) situations are mostly
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Figure 3.3: Potential LTE-A relay senarios.
dominating to non-line-of-sight (NLOS) in rural, the density of RN an be very
low and the overage radius is expeted to be several kilometers. Furthermore,
onsidering the long distane between the RN and eNB, the signal-to-interferene-
plus-noise ratio (SINR) at the relay node is usually low, whih prompts the need
for deode and forward relay to improve the SNR at the UEs side.
• Urban senario
In the urban senario, the user density is quite high, so that the whole network
may beome ongested. By deploying relay nodes inside a maro eNB, the network
ould obtain a higher apaity while providing overage enhanement. However,
due to the densely deployed maro eNBs and RNs, interferene senarios beome
very omplex and diult to predit. Hene, good interferene anellation and
relay seletion shemes are desired in suh a senario.
• Coverage hole
In this ase, the aim is to ahieve overage extension for users in overage holes,
e.g., signiant building bloking reates an isolated area where signals from nearby
eNBs an barely reah. Fixed relay nodes with site planning are proposed for this
senario to remove a overage hole in the original servie area without harm to the
total ell throughput.
• Indoor hot spot
In this senario, the relay is supposed to enhane the reeived signal power of
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indoor users, similarly to a home eNB (femto ell or pio ell). The benet of the
relay is its exibility sine it uses a wireless bakhaul with less position limitation.
This senario is dierent from the urban hot spot in the sense that most users
are indoors and stationary. The main hallenge in this senario is to ombat with
superior shadowing and indoor penetration loss. The bakhaul link may suer
building penetration loss if the relay bakhaul antenna is inside the building. To
ensure that the RN an oer better performane ompared to the maro and UE
onnetion, the RN's antenna of the bakhaul link an be plaed in a loation that
would result in good bakhaul onnetion. Test results in [81℄ show that a relay
an be a good andidate to provide outdoor to indoor overage due to its exibility
to be deployed.
• Mobile relay
This senario refers to a mobile relay station intended to failitate higher through-
put and lower handover outage for on-board users, who are in a highly mobile publi
transport (train or bus). The aim of this senario is to mitigate the frequent han-
dover problem whih is aused by high speed mobility of a group of UEs. In this
senario, the RNs are installed on the top of the moving vehiles. Consequently, the
aess links between RN and UEs are relatively stationary. However, the apaity
of the bakhaul link is likely to be the bottlenek for this senario. Reently, relays
for high speed trains have gained signiant interest. Building high speed railways
have beome national key projets in some ountries. To provide high speed om-
muniations for on-board passengers is also part of those national-key projets. Fast
ommuniations are ruial as passengers on high speed trains are more likely to be
data-hungry professionals and would aess the internet and emails when on-board.
• Emergeny or temporary network deployment
Beause of the natural self-bakhaul funtionality, the relay tehnology an be used
to provide temporary wireless ommuniation servies in the ase of after a disaster
or during speial events suh as sport games, outdoor onerts, publi gatherings,
et. Self-organizing network mehanisms should support the network roll-out and
operation.
3.3 Dynami system level simulator for relay-enhaned
LTE-A network
System-level simulations (SLS) typially are aimed at the performane evaluation at layer
1 and 2. Hene, both link-level and higher-layer eets are typially abstrated and/or
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taken from detailed oine simulations of the respetive resolution.
At the system level, a geographial deployment of the user equipment, base stations,
relay nodes, are simulated. The path gain between eah entity is evaluated by taking
into onsideration the relative position of the two entities, their antenna patterns, a
path loss and shadowing model. Frequeny seletive hannels an be generated by these
parameters. From the set of hannel gains and transmit powers, SINR for eah reeiver is
omputed. Furthermore, with onsidering the sheduling and retransmission strategy, the
user throughput an be diretly derived by look-up tables generated from independent
simulators. Of ourse, the higher the realism of a simulator, the larger its omplexity.
In our work, we develop a dynami system level simulator for a relay-enhaned LTE-A
system based on the existing work of M. Simsek [90℄. Our SLS is based on resoure
element basis, i.e. per sub-arrier (in frequeny) and per OFDM symbol (in time).
3.3.1 Deployment model
First aspets in the haraterization of a wireless system are the environments for whih it
is designed and the usage onditions. These inlude, e.g., the ellular environment/overage
area (maro ells, miro ells or loal hotspots), antenna onguration, hannel models,
user density/distribution and intended mobility (full mobility at dierent speed or station-
ary aess) and tra models. These aspets are typially summarized in the so-alled
deployment senario. While the deployment senario serves as a omparison riterion
in itself, it also has impliations on the typial radio onditions and inuenes the ex-
peted performane. Separate system performane omparisons should be made for eah
deployment senario.
Maro environment
Cellular networks are divided into ells, eah ell being served by one or more transeivers
omposing a base station. Base stations with three transeivers serving three setors per
site are plaed on a hexagonal grid with wrap around to avoid border eets. The number
of sites an be vary, and the typial values are 1, 7 and 19. Typial inter-site distanes
(ISD) of maro ells are 500 m (ITU urban maro ell / 3GPP ase 1) and 1732 m (ITU
high speed rural maro ell / 3GPP ase 3). The maro UEs are distributed uniformly in
the entire ellular environment. And to get statistially representative results the typial
minimum number of UEs for a maro ell senario is 30 UEs for eah setor [9℄, i.e.,
570 UEs for layout with 19 ells / 57 setors and 210 UEs for layout with 7 ells / 21
setors. Deployment senarios onsidered for LTE are essentially urban and suburban.
The system will be optimized for low veloities (i.e. below 30 km/h) but shall provide
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Figure 3.4: Relay node deployments.
satisfatory performane up to 120 km/h. It an be noted that UE speeds of 3 km/h, 30
km/h and 120 km/h are preferred.
Relay environment
Numbers of supporting relays per setor are onsidered as 1, 3, 4, 5. Relay stations are
positioned on a irle with the irle enter position merged with the hexagonal setor
enter [9℄. Figure 3.4 and Table 3.2 give the relay positions depending on the number of
relays per setor.
3.3.2 Simulation ow
Figure 3.5 shows the general simulation ow. Our simulator ontinuously simulates the
temporal development of ells by alulating densely spaed snapshots k, whih an be
onsidered as transmit time interval (TTI). Within eah snapshot, the position of the
maro mobile stations may hange and the tra situation is updated. Next, the hannels
between all links are newly alulated and the sheduling proess ould be performed for
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Table 3.2: Relay node positions
Number of Relays
per setor
Distane from
eNB to Relay
Visibility angle from eNB to Relay
in relation to eNB antenna diretion
in horizontal plane
1 0.57∗ISD 0
3 [0.5 0.57 0.5]∗ISD [−24 0 +24] degree
4 [0.5 0.57 0.57 0.5]∗ISD [−24 −6 +6 +24] degree
5 [0.5 0.54 0.58 0.54 0.5]∗ISD [−26 −12 0 +12 +26] degree
eah snapshot. UMTS-LTE allows dierent timing granularity [1℄. In this simulation, we
assume the time interval to be TTI = 1 ms.
3.3.3 Initialization
As we design a real dynami simulator, in the funtion of the initialization proedure all
the parameters that remain onstant during the whole simulation an be set:
• number of maro sites (1 or 7 or 19 or 57),
• simulation senario (3GPP ase 1 or 3GPP ase 3),
• number of UEs per maro ell ,
• veloity of UEs,
• number of UE transmit and reeive antennas,
• number of BS transmit and reeive antennas,
• number of relay stations per ell,
• number of RN transmit and reeive antennas,
• bandwidth,
• arrier frequeny,
• sheduling algorithm.
• relay senario
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Figure 3.5: Simulation ow.
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3.3.4 Mobility model
The loations li(t), diretion of movement di(t) of maro MSs and their veloities vi(t)
are updated every snapshot aording to:
li(kT + T ) = li(kT ) · vi(T ) · T,
di(kT + T ) = di(kT ) + A ·∆di(kT ). (3.1)
The diretion of movement di(t) of eah maro MS at the (k+1)-th snapshot is obtained
by updating its diretion at the k-th snapshot by multiplying a uniformly distributed
random variable ∆di (with f∆di(∆di) =
1
∆d
ret(∆di
∆d
)) with another random variable A
generated from a disrete probability density funtion fA(A) = pdδ(A−1)+(1−pd)δ(A).
Thus the maximum hange in diretion, also alled maximum swing angle is limited to
∆d
max
. The probability of diretion hange p
d
is used to make a deision whether or
not a partiular maro MS hanges its diretion. Obviously, the random variable A an
take values of either zero or one. If the mobile station (MS) does not hange its diretion
(A = 0), the diretion alulated at the previous snapshot remains unhanged [38℄.
3.3.5 Tra model
In our dynami simulator, tra models an be grouped in the servie types 'best eort
paket transmission' and 'real time transmission'. The best eort paket servie type
inludes FTP and HTTP, while real time servies inlude video streaming, VoIP and
interative gaming. The detailed statistial tra model and assoiated parameters are
dened in [73℄. However, in most ases, Full buer tra at the end node will be on-
sidered for our system level simulations that do not inlude a delay aspet in the analysis.
We onsider that the tra generators are only loated at the DeNB for downlink and
the UE for the uplink diretion. Therefore, the tra arrival pattern for relay nodes
depends on the situation on the feeder link, i.e. the bakhaul link for the downlink and
the RN aess link for the uplink.
3.3.6 Sheduling
As a baseline we implemented two known sheduling algorithms namely, 'Round-Robin'
and 'Proportional Fair'. In further developed versions of our simulator, these sheduling
algorithms will be ompared with more omplex newly designed sheduling algorithms.
3.3.7 Channel model
In general, there are two ways of modeling a hannel: deterministi and stohasti [71℄.
Deterministi hannel models are site-spei, as they depend on spei transmitter
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loation, reeiver loation, and environment. They are thus most suitable for network
planning and deployment. However, it is not possible or desirable to model the propaga-
tion hannel in a spei way in many ases. Espeially for system testing and evaluation,
stohasti hannel modeling is more suitable. In a typial system level simulation, the
geometry of a wireless deployment is rst dened (e.g., typially a ellular topology is
assumed), based on whih the long-term fading behaviors and large sale parameters are
derived. After that, the short-term time-variant spatial fading hannels are generated.
The 3GPP spatial hannel model (SCM) [2℄, whih is also mandated in 3GPP36.814 [9℄,
has been widely used in system simulation. It models the physial propagation envi-
ronment using paths and sub-paths with randomly speied angles, delays, phases, and
powers.
The general modeling approah is based on the geometry of a network layout. The
large-sale parameters suh as path loss and shadowing fator are generated aording
to the geometri positions of the BS and MS. Then the statistial hannel behavior is
dened by some distribution funtions of delay and angle and also by the power delay
and angular proles. Typially, an exponential power delay prole and Laplaian power
angular prole are assumed with the funtion ompletely dened one the RMS delay
spread and angular spread (both angle of departure (AoD) and angle of arrival (AoA) )
are speied. The generi hannel model is appliable for all senarios, e.g. indoor, urban
and rural.
Antenna pattern
• eNB-UE link
A 3-D antenna pattern with 15 degree eletrial downtilt for 500 m ISD ase and
6 degree for 1732 m ISD ase will be used as desribed in [9℄ and summarized
in Appendix B. The heights of the DeNB and UE antenna are 32 m and 1.5 m,
respetively. The minimum distane between UE and DeNB is 35 m.
• eNB-RN link(bakhaul link)
A 2-D diretional atenna pattern with an RN antenna height of 5 m, as listed in
[9℄ and Appendix B, will be used for the bakhaul link.
• RN-UE link(relay aess link)
A 2-D omni-diretional antenna pattern with 5 dBi gain is onsidered. The height
of the relay nodes is 5 m. The minimum distane between UE and RN is 10 m. In
ase of multi-hop relay deployments, the intermediate RN-RN link will be treated in
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the same way as a relay aess link, but assuming the same height of the transmitter
and reeiver antenna.
Path loss
• eNB-UE link
The path loss on this link onsists of both LOS and NLOS omponents, whih
alternate based on a ertain probability as summarized in Table 3.3. It has to be
mentioned that the random hange between LOS and NLOS onditions is statisti-
ally independent between the serving and all interfering links.
Table 3.3: Path loss models for eNB-UE link [9℄
Parameter Setting for 3GPP ase 1 Setting for 3GPP ase 3
LOS link model LLOS(R) = 103.4 + 24.2 log10(R)
NLOS link model LNLOS(R) = 131.1 + 42.8 log10(R)
LOS probability
Prob(R)=min(0.018
R
, 1)∗
(1− exp(− R
0.063
)) + exp(− R
0.063
)
Prob(R)=exp(−R−0.01
0.2
)
(the eNB-UE distane R is given in km.)
• eNB-RN link
[74℄ has submitted a ontribution on the impat of relay site planning on the eNB-
RN link. The impat of the site planning an be reeted in a bonus on the eNB-RN
path loss model and shadow standard deviation. The path loss on the bakhaul
link also onsists of the LOS and NLOS omponent as shown in Table 3.4. With
site planning, the NLOS omponent gets an extra redution by the site-planning
gain and a higher LOS probability as shown in Table 3.5. The site-planning gain
only applies to the links from the serving DeNB.
• RN-UE and RN-RN link
The path loss on the RN-RN link (used for inter-relay interferene) is based on the
RN-UE aess link, whih also onsists of a LOS and a NLOS omponent as listed
in Table 3.6. For path loss on the RN-RN link, the dierene from the basi RN-UE
link is the lak of a penetration loss.
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Table 3.4: Path loss models for eNB-RN link [9℄
Parameter Setting for 3GPP ase 1 Setting for 3GPP ase 3
LOS link model LLOS(R) = 100.7 + 23.5 log10(R)
NLOS link model LNLOS(R) = 125.2 + 36.3 log10(R)
LOS probability
Prob(R)=min(0.018
R
, 1)∗
(1− exp(− R
0.072
)) + exp(− R
0.072
)
Prob(R)=exp(−R−0.01
0.23
)
(the eNB-RN distane R is given in km.)
Table 3.5: Corretions of site planning [9℄
Parameter Setting for 3GPP ase 1 Setting for 3GPP ase 3
LOS probability
Prob(R) = 1− (1− Prob(R))N
where N = 3, for donor maro (from eah of its setors) to relay,
otherwise, for non-donor ell and non optimized deployment N = 1
Site-planning gain LNLOS(R) = LNLOS(R)− 5dB LNLOS(R) = LNLOS(R)− 11dB
Table 3.6: Path loss models for RN-UE and RN-RN link [9℄
Parameter Setting for 3GPP ase 1 Setting for 3GPP ase 3
LOS link model LLOS(R) = 103.8 + 20.9 log10(R)
NLOS link model LNLOS(R) = 145.4 + 37.5 log10(R)
LOS probability
Prob(R)=0.5−min(0.5, 5 exp(−
0.156
R
)) + min(0.5, 5 exp(− R
0.03
))
Prob(R)=0.5−min(0.5, 3 exp(−
0.3
R
)) + min(0.5, 3 exp(− R
0.095
))
(the RN-UE and RN-RN distane R is given in km.)
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Shadowing
The shadow fading is aused by obstales between the transmission soure and the desti-
nation. And the shadow fading has been well modeled as a log-normal random variable
in the literature [63℄. It may be suient to generate a one-dimensional random funtion
of time to simulate small sale fading, as the fading waveform hanges signiantly. How-
ever, sine shadowing eets our over a relatively large area, a 2-dimensional Gaussian
proess model is proposed to apture the spatial orrelation of shadowing proesses [31℄.
The orresponding parameters are speied in Table 3.7.
Table 3.7: Shadowing parameters [9℄
Parameter eNB-UE link eNB-RN link RN-UE link
Standard Deviation 8dB 6dB 10dB
Correlation distane 50m 50m 13m
Correlation Fator 0.5 between sites & 1.0 between setors
Multipath model
The multipath propagation onditions onsist of the power delay prole and the Doppler
eet. A delay prole in the form of a 'tapped delay-line', haraterized by a number
of taps at xed positions on a sampling grid. Conventional six-tap models [47℄ were
developed for 5 MHz bandwidth hannels, but they are not suient to desribe a system
whih has 10 MHz bandwidth. As the bandwidth inreases, the delay proles, whih are
proposed in [3℄, are seleted to be representative of low, medium and high delay spread
environments (See Appendix C). The resulting model parameters are dened in Table
3.8 and the tapped delay line models are dened in [3℄.
Table 3.8: Delay proles for E-UTRA hannel models [3℄
Model
Number of
hannel taps
Delay spread
(r.m.s.)
Maximum exess
tap delay (span)
Extended Pedestrian A (EPA) 7 45 ns 410 ns
Extended Vehiular A model (EVA) 9 357 ns 2510 ns
Extended Typial Urban model (ETU) 9 991 ns 5000 ns
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3.3.8 SINR alulation
All PHY abstration metris are omputed based on the funtion of post-proessing SINR
values aross the oded blok at the input to the deoder. With generated hannel gains, it
is possible to evaluate the post-proessing SINR, whih is dependent on the implemented
transmission mode to reeive and demodulate the symbols. Here, we summarize the
funtion of post-proessing SINR of the desired user i with the transmit power Pi,n on
the n-th subarrier as:
• Transmission mode 1: Single-input Single-output (SISO)
γi,n =
Pi,n(|hi,k(i),n|2)
(
∑N
l=1, l 6=i Pl,n|hHi,k(l),n|2) + σ2n
(3.2)
where
N : the number of total links (desired link and interfering links)
hi,k(i),n: hannel gain of the n-th subarrier between the i-th user and k-th BS
k: BS index
σ2n: variane of the white Gaussian noise on the n-th subarrier
• Transmission mode 2: Transmit diversity
• Transmission mode 3: Open-loop spatial multiplexing (SM)
LTE uses open-loop SM, where independent data streams are transmitted from
dierent antennas. A minimummean square error (MMSE) reeiver will be assumed
as the baseline reeiver in the system level simulation methodology.
• Transmission mode 4: Closed-loop spatial multiplexing
In losed-loop spatial multiplexing, preoding is applied at the base station before
transmission. Pre-oders are arried out orresponding to TS 36.211, 6.3.4 [5℄.
• Transmission mode 5: Multi-user multiple-input multiple-output (MU-MIMO)
This ase orresponds to transmission mode 4, i.e. the single layer transmission of
the losed-loop spatial multiplexing.
• Transmission mode 6: Closed-loop rank 1 preoding
This mode amounts to beamforming and it an be regarded as a speial ase of
transmission mode 4 (single layer transmission).
• Transmission mode 7: If the number of the physial broadast hannel antenna ports
is one, Single-antenna port, port 0; otherwise transmit diversity (see transmission
mode 1 and 2).
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3.3.9 Link level quality estimation
For system level simulations, instantaneous link performane an be predited by the
physial layer abstration methodology, whih has been disussed in existing literature
[33℄. Sine the OFDM systems may experiene frequeny seletive fading, the oded
blok may be transmitted over several sub-arriers with dierent hannel gain. The
post-proessing SINR values of the pre-deoded streams are thus non-uniform. As the
link level performane urves (SINR-PER or SINR-Throughput) are generated assuming
the frequeny at hannel ase, an eetive SINR (γeff) is required to aurately map
the system level SINR onto the link level urves to determine system level performane.
Suh method is termed eetive SINR mapping (ESM). The ESM PHY abstration is
thus dened as ompressing multiple reeived SINR values to a single eetive SINR
value, whih an then be further mapped to desired system level performane metris.
Several ESM approahes to predit the instantaneous link performane have been pro-
posed as the link adaptation tehniques in the literature. These approahes inlude:
• Instantaneous SNR [88℄,
• Raw or unoded bit error rate mapping (RawBER) [80℄,
• Exponential eetive SNR mapping (EESM) [34℄,
• Mutual information eetive SINR mapping (MIESM) [25℄.
Eah of these PHY abstrations uses a dierent funtion to map the set of SINR values
from sub-arriers into a single salar value. Out of all above algorithms, EESM will be
onsidered in our simulator due to its stable performane under most of hannel onditions
[98℄. The EESM method omputes an eetive SINR by taking the individual sub-arrier
SINRs as input and using an exponential ombining funtion:
γeff = −β log
(
1
NssNsd
Nss∑
j=1
Nsd∑
k=1
exp
(−γj [k]
β
))
, (3.3)
where Nss indiates the number of spatial streams, Nsd indiates the number of sub-
arriers and the parameter β is used to t the model to the system performane.
In Figure 3.6, the link level to system level interfae used in our simulator is depited.
Several input parameters e.g., hannel frequeny response, powers, MIMO modes and
CQI values, are given for the system level to the link level. In the link level abstration
funtion the post-proessing SINR on eah sub-arrier is alulated in order to determine
the eetive SINR. The output of the link level abstration is blok error rate (BLER)
and throughput.
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System Level
+ Channel frequency 
   response H(f)
+ Transmit power
+ Noise power
+ Interference power
+ MIMO modes
+ MCS
Link Level
+ PHY abstraction mapping
+ Compute post processing 
SINR on each subcarrier
Look up beta
+ Compute effective SINR 
using EESM
BLER, Throughput
Figure 3.6: Link level to system level interfae [90℄.
In ellular systems, it is state-of-the-art to use hybrid automati repeat request (HARQ)
protools aompanied by retransmissions to ahieve a high system apaity. As intro-
dued in [54℄ a synhronous HARQ sheme will be employed for slowly varying hannels.
The use of HARQ is also an undisputed assumption to LTE. HARQ tehniques are also
used to improve the throughput performane of the link adaptation tehniques by om-
pensating link adaptation errors aused by inaurate hannel estimation and the hannel
quality feedbak delay [26℄[29℄. With our simulator, a trae of eah resoure blok over
the whole simulation time and the variation of their delay times are available.
3.4 Evaluating xed relays in an LTE-A ellular net-
work
In the following setions, we mainly evaluate the relay-aided LTE-A ellular network
through system level simulations. The evaluated system is assumed to use xed loation,
deode-and-forward, LTE-A type 1 relays. For appliation of relays to ellular networks,
the LTE release 10 has given preferene to the deode-and-forward protool over the
amplify-and-forward relaying protool. We onentrate on deode-and-forward relays in
the rest of this thesis. The LTE type 1 relay is an in-band relay in whih the bakhaul link
and the aess link work on the same arrier frequeny of 2 GHz. Users served diretly
by the maro base station are alled maro UEs and the other UEs assoiated with relay
stations are alled relay UEs. To avoid the self-ollision problem, some of the sub-frames
are reserved for the bakhaul link and annot be used for the aess link at the relay
node. In our work, we onsider two dierent resoure alloation shemes for an in-band
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relay. One of the shemes uses dynami sub-frame assignment in time domain, whereas
the other one onsiders stati alloation.
For in-band relay, the bakhaul link and the aess link work on the same arrier frequeny
of 2 GHz, whih leads to the half-duplex mode at the relay node. Hene, we onsider
two resoure alloation shemes for in-band relay and ompare the performane of both
algorithms. One of the shemes is dynami in time division, but the other is stati.
3.4.1 Resoure alloation for an in-band relay
• Stati time division resoure alloation
In this work, the frequeny reuse fator is assumed to be 1 for the whole system and
the relay stations are assumed to work in the in-band mode, in whih the downlink
relay bakhaul and aess link transmissions are time division multiplexed. In one
subframe, it an exist either eNB-UE/ eNB-RN or eNB-UE/ RN-UE, but it is not
allowed to alloate resoures on the same subframe to both eNB-RN and RN-UE
links. The stati time division resoure alloation sheme is the straightforward
solution for suh a problem as shown in Figure 3.7. In the 1st time slot, the eNB
transmits information to its own maro UEs or RNs and all RNs work in reeiving
mode. In the 2nd time slot, RNs forward the reeived signal to relay UEs and the
eNB transmits the information only to maro UEs. The ommuniation in the 2nd
time slot will suer additional inter-ell interferene sine all base stations and relay
nodes transmit simultaneously.
Figure 3.7: Stati time division resoure alloation for in-band relay.
In this ase, the tra pattern at relay nodes is depended on the arrival tra from
eNB-RN link. In the 1st time slot, only partial resoure bloks are alloated to
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relay node, whih limits the resoure alloation at the relay node in the 2nd time
slot.
• Dynami time division resoure alloation
The 3GPP has dened the multiast broadast single frequeny network (MBSFN)
subframe whih is used for bakhaul reeption at the relay node as shown in Figure
3.8 [6℄. This speial type of subframe gives the opportunity for RN to swith to the
Figure 3.8: The MBSFN sub-frame struture.
reeption mode where the RN an reeive data from the eNB. During that time,
the UEs assigned to the RNs are not served with data. At the end of an MBSFN
subframe, the RN again swithes bak to sending mode. A LTE-A radio frame has
an overall length of 10 ms and omprises 10 subframes. Moreover, the maximum
ongurable number of MBSFN subframes is 6 out of 10, whih limits the time
division multiplexing rate between the aess and the bakhaul to R = k/10, with
k = 0, 1, ..., 6. In the LTE FDD downlink frame struture, some subframes are
ongured for system relevant information suh as the physial broadast hannel
or primary/seondary synhronization signal. It is worth to mention that both
maro UEs and RNs an be sheduled on suh a subframe.
This resoure alloation sheme is based on dynami time division multiplexing.
The number of MBSFN subframes, whih is suggested by the upper layer, is related
to the resoure demand from the relay UEs. All relays' buer status will be heked
before using an MBSFN subframe for bakhaul transmission. If they are full, the
relay is allowed to use this sub-frame for the aess as shown in Figure 3.9.
3.4.2 Simulation environment
We onsider a ellular network with 7 hexagonal ell sites and 3 setors per site as shown
in Figure 3.10. For relay deployment, 1, 3 or 5 type 1 relay nodes are plaed near the ell
edge as dened in previous setion. Besides, both indoor and outdoor users are onsidered,
in whih 30 UEs are uniformly distributed in eah setor. Suh ell seletion is done by
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Figure 3.9: Dynami time division resoure alloation for in-band relay.
referene signal reeived power (RSRP) riteria: RSRPeNB > RSRPRN+∆RSRP, in whih
∆RSRP is a tuning parameter to balane the load between RN and eNB. Users suer from
interferene from all other ells.
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Figure 3.10: Network Layout, 7 maro sites, 3setors/site, 5 relays/setor.
Most of ommon simulation parameters are desribed in previous setions, e.g. the net-
work deployment and hannel ongurations. Remaining parameters, whih are summa-
rized in Table 3.9, follow the latest parameter settings agreed in 3GPP 36.814.
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Table 3.9: System level simulation parameters
Parameter Value
TTI 1 ms
Transmission bandwidth 10 MHz, DL
Carrier frequeny 2 GHz
Type of relay LTE Type 1 & DF relaying
Antenna onguration in DL MIMO 2x2
Modulation and oding sheme (MCS) CQI1-CQI16
Number of used sub-arriers per OFDMA symbol 600
Number of RBs per sub-frame 50
FFT size 1024
Sheduling sheme round robin
Tra mode full buer
3.4.3 Simulation results
In this setion, the evaluation of a xed LTE-A type 1 relay senario by system level
simulation is desribed. Urban and suburban senarios with ISDs of 500 m and 1732 m
(3GPP ase 1 and ase 3 [9℄) are onsidered. System level simulations are foused on
average user spetral eieny and the 5%-ile user spetral eieny as the ell edge
user performane, whih indiates the overage extension apabilities. The eNB-only
deployment is onsidered as a referene to identify the performane gains.
Urban senario
Table 3.10 lists the performane gain in average UE spetral eieny for dierent number
of relay nodes deployment ompared with maro eNB-only deployment in the urban
Table 3.10: Spetral eieny performane of LTE-A with relay in 3GPP ase 1 senario
Relay senario Average UE spetral eieny 5%-ile UE spetral eieny
without relay 2.31 0.19
1 relay 2.60 0.37
3 relays 2.90 0.47
5 relays 2.78 0.44
(All values are measured in bit/s/Hz.)
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ase. It an be observed that the relay deployment shows its advantage ompared to the
traditional maro eNB-only deployment in an urban senario. With three relay nodes
deployed in eah setor, the average user spetral eieny inreases up to 25% and the
ell edge user performane inreases 147% ompared to the system without a relay node.
However, the performane will derease with more than ve relay nodes deployed in eah
setor, sine additional relay stations ause strong interferene to other ells (other relay
ells and all maro ells). In the urban ase, inter-ell interferene is beoming ritial
with too many small ells in the original ommuniation servie area. Simulation results
show that the average user spetral eieny with 5 relays deployment has around 4%
degradation ompared to that with 3 relays deployment. In addition, the simulation
results are also depited for all approahes as spetral eieny umulative distribution
funtions (CDF) as shown in Figure 3.11. The CDF results illustrate the same trends.
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Figure 3.11: Performane omparison for dierent number of RNs deployment in 3GPP ase
1 senario.
Suburban senario
Table 3.11 lists the performanes of dierent relay senarios in the ase of a suburban
senario (3GPP ase 3). Sine the ommuniation area in a suburban senario is relative
large ompared with the urban senario, the average user spetral eieny is lower than
that in the urban ase. However, from the simulation results, it an be observed that
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Table 3.11: Spetral eieny performane of LTE-A with relay in 3GPP ase 3 senario
Relay senario Average UE spetral eieny 5%-ile UE spetral eieny
without relay 2.00 0.14
1 relay 2.24 0.34
3 relays 2.45 0.45
5 relays 2.55 0.47
(All values are measured in bit/s/Hz.)
the relay deployment also shows its advantage over the maro eNB-only deployment in
this ase. With more relay nodes deployed in eah setor, both average UE spetral
eieny and 5%-ile UE spetral eieny inrease. As the ommuniation servie range
is very large in suburban ase, additional relay nodes deployment an provide an eient
solution to enhane the network density. With 5 relay nodes deployed in eah setor,
the average user spetral eieny inreases by 28% and the ell edge user performane
inreases up to 236% ompared to the system without relay node. Spetral eieny
CDF results illustrate the same trends as shown in Figure 3.12.
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Figure 3.12: Performane omparison for dierent number of RNs deployment in 3GPP ase
3 senario.
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Table 3.12: Spetral eieny performane of dynami resoure alloation sheme in 3GPP
ase 3 senario
Relay Senario Average UE spetral eieny 5%-ile UE spetral eieny
1 relay 3.07 0.59
3 relays 3.28 0.92
5 relays 3.24 1.02
(All values are measured in bit/s/Hz.)
Performane with two resoure alloation shemes
As mentioned before, there are two resoure alloation shemes for xed relay senario
onsidering in our work. Figure 3.13 shows the performane omparison between these
two shemes. Comparing results in Table 3.11 and Table 3.12, dynami resoure alloation
sheme shows more than 25% average spetral eieny gain and 100% ell edge user
spetral eieny gain ompared with the stati sheme beause of the buer ability at
the relay node.
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Figure 3.13: Performane omparison for dierent resoure alloation shemes in 3GPP ase
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3.5 Summary
In this hapter, baseline assumptions for relay-enhaned LTE-A systems have been intro-
dued in detail. Relaying is one of the features being proposed for the 4G LTE-Advaned
system, sine several potential relay senarios, suh as rural area, urban senario, overage
hole, indoor hot spot, mobile relay senarios, are of urrent interest to major operators.
As dened in 3GPP speiations, there are two basi types of relays that are being
proposed [9℄: Type 1 relay and Type 2 relay, whih are nontransparent and transparent,
respetively. In 3GPP Release 10, only the type 1 and the type 1.a relay are envisioned.
We have developed a dynami system level simulator for a relay-enhaned LTE-A network.
With the system level simulator, it is possible to evaluate the downlink ommuniation
performane of an LTE-A ellular network with relay nodes deployment. Simulation
results show that the relay deployment, whih is a part of a heterogeneous network, an
redue the high interferene at ell edges and improve the performane. However, as
the deployment density of relay ells inreases, additional interferene aused by relays
will limit the whole network performane. Therefore, the number of relay nodes in eah
setor should be determined arefully. From our simulation results, suitable numbers of
relay nodes for urban ase and suburban ase are three and ve, respetively. In the
next hapter, some new approahes will be investigated to redue the impat of inter-ell
interferene for relay-enhaned ellular networks, whih will help to inrease the whole
network apaity.
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Chapter 4
Proposals for interferene management with
relays
4.1 Introdution
The relay tehnology is onsidered as one of the key features in LTE-A beause of its
ability of extending ommuniation overage, reduing overall transmission osts, and
enhaning the whole network apaity. In hapter 3.4, we have shown the performane of
relay deployment in interferene limited ellular systems. A relay-aided ellular system
is shown in Figure 4.1. In addition to the desired signal from the home base station,
eah relay or user reeives interferene from other-ell base stations or relays. The per-
formane of suh multi-ell wireless networks is limited by other-ell interferene (OCI),
sine multiple transmissions take plae simultaneously in the same frequeny band. In
relay-enhaned ellular networks, the main hallenge is hene to ombat OCI problem
due to o-hannel transmission in other ells.
Figure 4.1: An interferene limited relay-enhaned ellular system.
There have been a variety of dierent approahes to redue the impat of interferene,
whih inlude power ontrol tehnology, stati frequeny reuse, resoure alloation op-
timization, beamforming design, and the deployment of shared relays. In [87℄, authors
design an enabling power ontrol approah to alleviate o-hannel interferene in o-
operative relay networks. Frequeny reuse is another approah whih was proposed to
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improve ell edge performane and redue eets of interferene [106℄. However, the
tehnology of frequeny reuse does not alloate bandwidth and resoures eiently and
still suers from signiant interferenes in large networks with more relays. An adap-
tive aggregate method of resoure alloation, whih is aimed at maximizing throughput
with interferene mitigation apability, has been proposed for OFDMA based downlink
relay-enhaned wireless systems, with the appliation to LTE-Advaned ellular networks
[64℄. In ase of RN with multiple antennas, interferene anellation is good for downlink
ell-edge users. This is beause the spatial domain an be utilized in addition to the time
and frequeny domain for interferene management. In [110℄, a robust beamforming was
proposed based on the zero foring (ZF) and MMSE tehnology for MIMO relay broad-
ast systems. Another approah is to onsider shared relays, whih are shared among
multiple base stations. Sharing a multi-antenna relay among several setors is a simple
and ost-eetive way to ahieve muh of the gains of loal interferene mitigation in
ellular networks [76℄. In our work, we will fous on beamforming design for ooperative
ommuniation and the deployment of shared relays.
4.2 Adaptive beamforming design with limited feed-
bak
In this setion, we fous on a half-duplex downlink ellular system with relay ooperation.
We onsider the beamforming design problem with a limited amount of feedbak for
hannel state information (CSI), whih is only available at the reeiver side.
4.2.1 Introdution and motivation
In beamforming, the transmitted signal is multiplied by omplex weights that adjust
the magnitude and phase of the signal on eah antenna. The output from the array
of antennas an be formed as a transmit or reeive beam for the desired diretion and
minimizes the output in other diretions. Beamforming tehnology is a deent solution
to redue interferene levels and improve the system apaity in an interferene limited
system. Two typial beamforming strategies are maximum ratio transmission (MRT) and
zero-foring. MRT beamforming serves its own user with eigen-beamforming and does not
anel interferene in other ells [67℄. On the other hand the ZF beamforming algorithm
allows a transmitter to send data to desired users together with nulling out the diretions
to undesired users [91℄. If the transmitter knows the hannel status information perfetly
by a feedbak hannel, ZF beamforming an ahieve lose to optimal apaity espeially
when the number of users is suient. Furthermore, the minimum mean-square error
beamforming was introdued in [79℄.
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For a relay system, the joint beamforming design for a non-regenerative MIMO relay
system was proposed in [40℄ by negleting the diret link. However, the above beam-
forming shemes all require full hannel state information at the BSs whih is not re-
alisti espeially in frequeny division duplex (FDD) systems. An intuitive method is
to exhange quantized CSI with a limited number of feedbak bits. This tehnology is
generally referred to limited feedbak tehnology [53℄,[110℄. The authors in [53℄ employ a
Grassmannian odebook to redue the feedbak overhead by limited feedbak. In [110℄,
a robust beamforming was proposed based on the ZF and MMSE tehnology for MIMO
relay broadast systems.
In previous studies, most researhers onsider the beamforming design for ooperative
relay networks as a single-ell problem. However, the performane of the user, whih
is served by the relay station, is limited by interferene from maro base stations and
other relay stations. As mentioned before, this interferene is onsidered as other-ell
interferene [16℄. Coordinated transmission tehniques are proposed to suppress OCI. In
these tehniques, the CSI should be distributed among the serving base station and the
interfering BS for ooperative proessing. This ooperation reates signaling overhead in
the uplink hannel and the relay bakhaul hannel and therefore the shared information
must be kept as low as possible. This is another motivation why we onsider limited
feedbak tehnology.
In this work, we start from a two-ell senario, in whih a multiple-input single-output
(MISO) ooperative relay network with a relay station deployed in a maro ell is onsid-
ered. We assume that only one ative user is served by the maro BS and another user
is served by the relay station (RS). Random vetor quantization (RVQ) [17℄ is used to
failitate the analysis in this work, where the quantized vetors are hosen independently
from an isotropi distribution on a unit hypersphere. Cooperative beamforming requires
the user to feedbak CSI of both the desired link and interfering links. Conventional
approahes onsider equal distribution of the feedbak bits of the desired and interfering
link. How to partition the bits for quantizing CSI of the desired link and the interfering
links is an ongoing researh topi. We use some preliminary results from [111℄ and propose
a bit partitioning sheme for ooperative beamforming design to maximize the hannel
apaity. In addition, we develop an adaptive beamforming strategy, whih adaptively
hooses ZF or eigen-beamforming to maximize the sum-rate of the whole system.
4.2.2 System model
Consider a MISO downlink ooperative relay system with a maro base station (1st BS)
and a relay station (2nd BS), whih are both equipped with Nt transmit antennas as
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shown in Figure 4.2. A UE served by the maro base station is named maro UE (1st
UE) and the UE assoiated with the relay station is relay UE (2nd UE), eah mobile UE
is equipped with a single antenna. The desired hannels are shown as solid lines and the
interferene from other ells is shown as dashed arrows in Figure 4.2. A relay bakhaul
hannel exists to exhange CSI and signaling for ooperative beamforming.
Figure 4.2: Channel model of a half-duplex downlink MISO AF relay ooperative system.
Problem formulation
The reeived signals of maro UE and relay UE are given as:
y1 =
√
Pmh1,1f1x1 +
√
Prh1,2f2x2 + n1, (4.1)
y2 =
√
Prh2,2f2x2 +
√
Pmh2,1f1x1 + n2, (4.2)
where Pm and Pr are the transmit power at the maro base station and the relay station,
respetively. xi (i ∈ {1, 2}) is the transmitted information symbol for the i-th UE, here
we have assumed E {|xi|2} = 1 to fulll the soure power onstraint. n1 and n2 are
additive noise, whih are modeled as zero-mean, omplex Gaussian random variables
with variane N0. The vetors hi,j ∈ C1×Nt model the at Rayleigh fading hannels from
j-th base station to the i-th UE. fi ∈ CNt×1 is the beamforming vetor at the i-th base
station. The reeived signal-to-interferene-plus-noise ratio of two UEs an be written as:
γ1 =
Pm |h1,1f1|2
N0 + Pr |h1,2f2|2
,
γ2 =
Pr |h2,2f2|2
N0 + Pm |h2,1f1|2
. (4.3)
The average normalized ahievable rate of UEs are:
R1 = E{log2 (1 + γ1)} R2 = E{log2 (1 + γ2)}. (4.4)
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The objetive of our design is to jointly selet beamforming vetors to maximize the
sum-rate, i.e. to solve the following problem:{
f˜1, f˜2
}
= argmax
f1,f2
(R1 +R2). (4.5)
Transmit Beamforming Strategies
Here we onsider two typial beamforming strategies:
• Eigen-beamforming
Without onsidering the interferene to other users the beamforming vetor is de-
signed aording to the diretion of the desired hannel to maximize the reeived
power of the desired signal [102℄. The beamforming vetor of the BSi is given by
fi,E = h
H
i,i/
∥∥hHi,i∥∥. As introdued in [111℄, the desired signal term in (4.3) is dis-
tributed as |hi,ifi,E|2 ∼ χ22Nt for Rayleigh fading hannels, where χ2n denotes the
hi-square random variable with n degrees of freedom.
• ZF beamforming
ZF beamforming nulls out the interferene aused to the users in other ells. Mean-
while, it tries to maximize the desired signal power. A BS withNt transmit antennas
an perfetly anel the interferene to Nt − 1 users with single reeive antenna in
other ells. Taking the maro base station as an example, the beamforming vetor
f1 needs to fulll the orthogonality ondition: h2,1f1 = 0. Therefore, f1 an be
hosen in the diretion of the projetion of h1,1 on the null spae of h2,1, i.e.:
f1,Z = (I−P)hH1,1, (4.6)
where P = HH
(
HHH
)−1
H and I is the identity matrix [111℄. When a BS reates
interferene to more than one user in other ells, H is seleted as the onatenation
of all the interfering hannels, in our senario H = h2,1. From [50℄, we have the
distribution of the signal term in (4.3) as |hi,ifi,Z |2 ∼ χ22(Nt−(K−1)), where K is the
number of all hannels.
Limited feedbak design
In realisti senarios, there will always be inauray in the available CSI. Here, we assume
that eah user obtains perfet hannel knowledge by hannel estimation and the feedbak
hannel is error-free and without delay. With limited feedbak, only the hannel diretion
information (CDI) , i.e., h˜ = h/ ‖h‖ is fed bak using a quantization odebook whih is
shared at both the transmitter and reeiver. All the hannels hi,j use separate odebooks
of unit norm vetors of size L = 2B, where B is the number of feedbak bits. We denote
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the odebooks as Ci,j = {c1, c2, . . . , cL}. Eah user quantize its hannel diretion to the
losest odeword with minimal hordal distane:
h˜ = arg min
ci∈Ci,j
√
1− |cHi hi,j|2. (4.7)
Then the users send the index of this odeword in the odebook to the BS as the feedbak
information. The BS uses the orresponding odeword as the estimated CSI (h˜i,j) to
design the beamforming vetor. It has to be mentioned that, dierent beamforming
shemes require dierent CSI. For example, ZF beamforming needs both CSI from the
desired hannel and the interfering hannels while the eigen-beamforming only requires
the CSI of the desired link. The usage of the estimated CSI leads to a performane
degradation in the sum-rate due to quantization errors. In the next setion we will
disuss the eet of this error analytially and propose a bit splitting sheme for ZF
beamforming, whih adaptively alloates the feedbak bits for quantizing the desired link
and the interfering link.
4.2.3 Feedbak bit partitioning sheme
The objetive of the ZF beamforming is nulling out the interferene to the undesired
users if the BS holds full hannel knowledge. In ase of a limited feedbak hannel, the
interferene term in the denominator of (4.3) an not be totally eliminated, i.e., limited
feedbak auses residual interferene. We assume unorrelated Rayleigh hannels and
hene eah omponent of hi,j is independent and identially distributed (i.i.d.) aording
to CN (0, 1). Sine eigen-beamforming is not a ooperative beamforming, bit partitioning
is not required. Therefore, in this sub-setion we onsider that the maro base station
and the relay station both perform ZF beamforming.
As introdued in [111℄, the limited feedbak has diering impat on the reeived signal
term and the interferene term in (4.3). The desired signal term of user i in (4.3) is
distributed as |hi,ifi|2 ∼ ξi,iZ, where Z is a hi-squared random variable fullls Z ∼
χ22(N
t
−1) and ξi,i is the degradation fator of the desired signal power due to quantization.
If Bi,i bits are used for quantizing hi,i, ξi,i an be alulated as [17℄:
ξi,i = 1− 2Bi,i · β
(
2Bi,i ,
N
t
N
t
− 1
)
, (4.8)
where β(·) denotes the Beta funtion. The interferene term of user i an be distributed
as |hi,jfj |2 ∼ κi,jY , where Y ∼ χ22 and κi,j = 2−
Bi,j
N
t
−1
is the residual interferene term
fator. With these two parts, we an re-write the reeived SINR of user i as:
γi =
ξi,iPiZ
N0 + κi,jPjY , (4.9)
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where Pi is the transmit power at the served base station and Pj is the transmit power
at the interfering base station. Therefore, the average rate of user i an be written as
Ri(Pi, Pj, Bi,i, Bi,j) = E
{
log2
(
1 +
ξi,iPiZ
N0 + κi,jPjY
)}
, (4.10)
where Bi,i and Bi,j are feedbak bits used to quantize the desired hannel and the inter-
fering hannel, respetively.
In this paper we assume that eah user has a xed number of feedbak bits B, whih
an be used to quantize the desired and interfering hannels. To obtain the maximized
sum-rate, we attempt to maximize the rate of eah user (4.10) separately. This leads to
our optimization problem for eah user:
max Ri(Pi, Pj, Bi,i, Bi,j)
subjet to Bi,i +Bi,j = B. (4.11)
In the high SINR regime the rate of user i an be approximated as
Ri(Pi, Pj, Bi,i, Bi,j) ≈ E
{
log2
(
ξi,iPiZ
N0 + κi,jPjY
)}
= log2(ξi,i) + log2(Pi) + E{log2(Z)}
−E{log2(N0 + κi,jPjY )}. (4.12)
Using the onave property of the logarithmi funtion and Jensen's inequality, (4.12)
an be further written as
Ri(Pi, Pj, Bi,i, Bi,j) ≥ log2(ξi,i) + log2(Pi) + E{log2(Z)} − log2(N0 + κi,jPjE{Y })
= log2(ξi,i) + log2(Pi) +
1
ln 2
ψ(N
t
− 1)− log2(N0 + κi,jPj),(4.13)
where ψ(·) is Euler's psi funtion [72℄. Sine the derivative of the Beta funtion in (4.8)
is very ompliated, for later alulations we use a lower bound of the degradation fator
[49℄
ξi,i ≥ 1− 2−
Bi,i
N
t
−1 .
Hene the rate of user i is lower bounded by
Ri(Pi, Pj, Bi,i, Bi,j) ≥ log2(1− 2−
Bi,i
N
t
−1 ) + log2(Pi) +
1
ln 2
ψ(N
t
− 1)− log2(N0 + κi,jPj)
, RLBi . (4.14)
To nd the maximum of RLBi with the onstraint in (4.11) we onstrut the Lagrange
funtion with the help of the Lagrange multiplier λ. We obtain the suboptimal solution
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of (4.11) by the method of Lagrange multipliers:
Bi,i = (Nt − 1) log2
(√
ρjC +
√
ρjC + 1√
ρjC
)
,
Bi,j = (Nt − 1) log2
(
ρj
√
ρjC + 1−
√
ρjC√
ρjC
)
,
(4.15)
where ρj =
Pj
N0
is the reeived interferene-to-noise ratio (INR) of user i and C = 2
− B
N
t
−1
.
Sine in total there are B bits available, Bi,i and Bi,j must be determined by B and
rounded versions of (4.15). In ase that the alulated Bi,i is not an integer, we need
to onsider ⌈Bi,i⌉ and ⌊Bi,i⌋ and hoose the one whih maximizes (4.13) as the nal
solution Bˆi,i. The number of interfering feedbak bits Bˆi,j an be easily alulated by
Bˆi,j = B − Bˆi,i.
We an observe that the results in (4.15) depend on the number of transmit antennas
N
t
, the total number of available feedbak bits B and the reeived INR ρi,j. From Figure
4.3, we an observe that, Bi,j inreases up to B when INR beomes larger, meaning that
more bits should be spent on the interfering link for feedbak. When INR is lower than
-21 dB, noise totally dominates and all of the feedbak bits should be used for the desired
hannel to maximize the desired power.
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Figure 4.3: Bit partitioning for SNR=10 dB and B=8.
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4.2.4 Adaptive beamforming strategy
In the previous setion, we assumed that in the ooperative relay senario both maro BS
and RS always adopt ZF beamforming. Atually, ZF beamformingmay not be the optimal
hoie espeially when the user inurs weak OCI. In this ase noise power dominates and
a more proper transmission strategy is eigen-beamforming to inrease the reeived signal
power for the desired user. In this setion, we onsider that eah BS an use either
ZF beamforming or eigen-beamforming. Hene, in our assumed system there are four
possible beamforming strategies for maro BS beamformer SB and RS beamformer SR:
(SB, SR) ∈ {(Z,Z), (E,E), (Z,E), (E,Z)}, where Z and E stand for ZF beamforming
and eigen-beamforming, respetively. The problem is to hoose the suitable beamforming
strategy that maximizes the sum-rate of the system.
Similar to (4.12), we rst give the average rate of user i if dierent strategies are used:
Ri(Pi, Pj, Bi,i, Bi,j) ≈

E
{
log2
(
ξi,iPiZ
N0 + κi,jPjY
)}
, Z ∼ χ22(N
t
−1), Y ∼ χ22, if(SB, SR) = (Z,Z);
E
{
log2
(
ξi,iPiZ
N0 + PjY
)}
, Z ∼ χ22N
t
, Y ∼ χ22, if(SB, SR) = (E,E);
E
{
log2
(
ξi,iPiZ
N0 + PjY
)}
, Z ∼ χ22(N
t
−1), Y ∼ χ22, if(SB, SR) = (Z,E);
E
{
log2
(
ξi,iPiZ
N0 + κi,jPjY
)}
, Z ∼ χ22N
t
, Y ∼ χ22, if(SB, SR) = (E,Z).
(4.16)
The orresponding lower bound of eah term in (4.16) aording to the derivation in the
previous setion is 

log2
(
ξi,i
1 + κi,jρj
)
+
1
ln 2
ψ(N
t
− 1) + log2(ρi)
log2
(
ξi,i
1 + ρj
)
+
1
ln 2
ψ(N
t
) + log2(ρi)
log2
(
ξi,i
1 + ρj
)
+
1
ln 2
ψ(N
t
− 1) + log2(ρi)
log2
(
ξi,i
1 + κi,jρj
)
+
1
ln 2
ψ(N
t
) + log2(ρi)
, (4.17)
where ρi =
Pi
N0
is the reeived SNR of user i. Therefore, the sum-rate of the system Ri+Rj
is lower bounded by the summation of two formulas in (4.17) depending on the strategy
used by two BSs. Our idea is to hoose the strategy whih maximizes the lower bound
of the sum-rate in (4.17). We onlude that if one user suers higher interferene from
the other ell, the interfering BS should perform ZF beamforming to anel the
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interferene to this user. Otherwise eigen-beamforming is used. We an observe that
eah formula in (4.17) ontains a term related with the reeived SNR ρi,i. As a result, ρi,i
does not play any role in the nal deision of the strategy. Therefore, we only onsider
the rst two terms in eah formula in (4.17), whih further depend on Bi,i, Bi,j , Nt and
ρi,j.
4.2.5 Simulation results and analysis
Two ell senario
In this setion we onsider the two ell system as shown in Figure 4.2. Throughout
the simulations we set the number of transmit antennas of the BSs Nt = 2 and the
transmission bandwidth to be 1 MHz. We assume that the reeived interferene-to-signal
ratio (ISR) is distane-dependent. For maro UE and relay UE, the ISRs an be expressed
as:
γISR,1 =
Pr
Pm
(
dm
dr
)α
, γISR,2 =
Pm
Pr
(
dr
dm
)α
, (4.18)
where dm and dr denote the distane from maro BS and RS to the UE, respetively. α
is the pathloss exponent, whih is set to α = 3 [62℄. We assume that eah user has some
xed reeived SNR values and inurs dierent interferene-to-signal ratio (ISR) levels
depending on the user hannels. In the LTE-A standard, as dened in 3GPP simulation
ase 1, the minimum distane between UE to relay station is 10 m, the minimum distane
between UE to maro BS is 35 m and the inter-site distane is 500 m. Furthermore, the
transmit power levels for maro and relay BSs are 46 dBm and 30 dBm, respetively.
Substituting these parameters into (4.18), we nd that the ISR for relay UE and maro
UE vary in the range of (-35 dB, 0 dB) and (-50 dB, 0 dB), respetively. The total
number of feedbak bits is set to B = 8.
Figure 4.4 shows the sum-rate performane of the system versus the average reeived
SNR by using the ZF beamforming strategy. The proposed bit partitioning algorithm in
(4.15) is denoted as proposed and equal is for equal alloation of feedbak bits. perfect
indiates that the BS an obtain the full CSI knowledge. Obviously the perfet ase
outperforms both algorithms, but is not realisti. In ase that we have the same number
of bits B = 8 or B = 4, the proposed algorithm always outperforms equal bit distribution
espeially when the SNR is large. This is beause the INR beomes larger in the high
SNR regime where the interferene dominates the noise. As shown in Figure 4.3, in
this ase the ZF beamforming plays an important role and sophistiated design of the
alloation of feedbak bits gains muh. Moreover, the simulation results verify that the
limited feedbak algorithm an ahieve more sum-rate gain when there are more feedbak
bits available.
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Figure 4.4: Sum-rate using ZF beamforming with dierent bit partitioning algorithms and
numbers of available feedbak bits.
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Figure 4.5: Performane omparison of dierent beamforming strategies for B = 8.
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Next, we implement the proposed adaptive beamforming strategy. Figure 4.5 illustrates
the performane omparison of using dierent beamforming shemes for B = 8. eig
denotes the eigen-beamforming, whih on average ahieves a gain of 1 Mbit/s in the
low SNR regime ompared with ZF beamforming with equally alloated feedbak bits.
In the high SNR region eigen-beamforming shows poor performane due to the strong
OCI. The MMSE approah [79℄ ahieves around average 0.75 Mbit/s performane gain
ompared to ZF at low SNR and onverges to ZF at high SNR. proposed indiates our
proposed adaptive beamforming design with limited feedbak. It outperforms all other
strategies in the whole SNR region and performs similar to eigen-beamforming at low
SNR. ZFref is the oordinated ZF beamforming in [61℄, whih tries to eliminate the
intra-ell interferene and OCI without onsidering to enhane the desired power. Hene
ZFref shows a degradation at low SNR and approahes to our proposed algorithm at
high SNR.
Multi-ell senario
The investigation of the simplied 2-ell (a maro ell and a relay ell) network provided
insights about the strategy seletion and motivated the adaptive oordination, but the
result annot be readily implemented in a general multi-ell network. Furthermore, we
extend our adaptive strategy to general multi-ell networks and evaluate the performane
by our dynami system level simulator. We onsider a ellular network with 7 hexagonal
ell sites and 3 setors per site. Type 1 and deode-and-forward relays are arried out.
In eah setor, three relay nodes are loated near the ell edge and 30 UEs are uniformly
distributed. Average user spetral eieny and the 5%-ile user spetral eieny, whih
are two major performane metris, indiate the overall ell apaity and ell edge user
performane, respetively.
Table 4.1 lists the performane omparison of using dierent beamforming shemes in the
3GPP ase 3 relay-enhaned LTE-A suburban senario. We rst fous on the simulation
result obtained from the ZF beamforming sheme, whih shows only a slight performane
gain ompared with the ase without beamforming. This is explained by the fat that
there are too many interfering links existing in ellular networks espeially with the
deployment of relay nodes. ZF beamformer tries to anel the impat from all interfering
links, whih will redue the signal power from the desired link. We ould therefore
onlude that ZF beamforming an not oer deent performane in multi-ells senario.
With the eigen-beamforming strategy, the average and ell edge user spetral eieny
inrease more than 35% and 75% ompared with the ase without beamforming. In
our proposed beamforming sheme, we inlude the limited feedbak strategy instead
of full CSI assumption. We onsider only 3 bits for eah hannel feedbak. In Table
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4.1, the system level simulations show that the average user spetral eieny has 15%
performane degradation ompared with full CSI assumption. In addition, the simulation
results are also depited for all approahes as spetral eieny CDF as shown in Figure
4.6. The CDF results illustrate the same trends.
Table 4.1: Spetral eieny omparison of dierent beamforming strategies in 3GPP ase
3
Beamforming strategy Average UE eieny 5%-ile UE eieny
Equal-weighted beamforming 2.4 0.52
ZF beamforming with full CSI 2.54 0.56
Eigen-beamforming with full CSI 3.28 0.92
Adaptive BF with limited feedbak 2.80 0.70
(All values are measured in bit/s/Hz.)
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Figure 4.6: Performane omparison for dierent beamforming strategy.
4.2.6 Conlusion
Within this setion, we analyzed the performane using ZF and eigen-beamforming with
RVQ in a ooperative relay system. We alulated the sum-rate lower bound when ZF
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or eigen-beamforming is implemented at the maro base station and relay station. With
this lower bound, we proposed a bit partitioning algorithm whih alloates the feedbak
bits for quantizing the serving and interfering hannels. The simulation results show
that a suitable bit partitioning an improve the system sum-rate espeially in an OCI-
dominated senario. An adaptive beamforming strategy was also proposed and proved
to outperform the onventional shemes in two ells system. The proposed strategy was
extended into multi-ell LTE-A ellular network, and the performane omparison of
dierent beamforming strategies was given.
4.3 Proposals of the shared relay deployment
In this setion, we fous on a shared relay arhiteture in the ellular network instead of
deploying multiple separated relays near ell edges. The advantage of shared relaying is
the joint proessing of signals at the relay to suppress the inter-ell interferene (ICI) .
4.3.1 Introdution
The basi idea of a shared relay was rstly proposed in [66℄, where a relay station is de-
ployed at the intersetion of neighboring maro ells. Figure 4.7(a) illustrates a hexagonal
layout ellular network with a shared relay station. Figure 4.7(b) shows the onventional
relay deployment with separated relays loated near the ell edge. A shared relay, whih
an be onsidered as a oordinated station of multiple separate relays, is used to serve
the user equipments at the ell edge from dierent ell setors. Hene, the ICI problem
an be partially overome by a ell deployment where multiple neighboring maro BSs
share one RS.
There have been only a limited number of works in literature on the shared relay onept.
In [95℄, it is shown that the shared relay is able to provide gain with respet to loal base
station oordination and to remove muh of the dominant interferene. Furthermore, a
joint proessing of ooperating BSs and the shared relay station in the relay transmission
phase is proposed to inrease the resoure usage eieny in [55℄. The shared relay
onept is further studied in [35℄, in whih the simulation results show that a signiant
inrease in throughput an be ahieved by shared relays ompared to the wireless ellular
network without relays. The performane of a relay enhaned ellular system depends
signiantly on the resoure alloation strategy [23℄. To balane the ompetition between
dierent links, the resoure alloation is more important in the shared relay senario. In
[107℄, Yang et al. suggest a power and resoure alloation sheme for the shared relay
to eiently manage ICI. However, they did not onsider the transmission from the eNB
to the shared relay link. In addition, the authors in [65℄ propose a fair sheduling and
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Figure 4.7: Cellular network with relay stations. (a) Shared relays for three adjaent setors.
(b) Separated relay near the edge of eah setor.
resoure alloation algorithm for users in adjaent ells to maximize the benet of the
shared relay but without taking into aount the eet of resoure demands from dierent
links.
As introdued in Chapter 3, the 3GPP has dened the multiast broadast single fre-
queny network (MBSFN) subframe whih is used for bakhaul reeption at the relay
node in [6℄. We propose an MBSFN subframe based resoure alloation algorithm for
shared relays and maro BSs to maximize the spetral eieny of the whole system and
ell edge users. We evaluate the system level view spetral eieny in dierent resoure
demand situations to quantify the benet by using shared relays.
We adopt the following assumptions and denitions during the researh:
• A half-duplex deode-and-forward (DF) relay strategy is assumed sine the shared
relay has most of funtions that an eNB has.
• Users an be served by maro BSs or RNs, the seletion is based on the referene
symbol reeived power (RSRP) [10℄.
• Perfet hannel estimation is assumed in all links aross dierent subhannels.
• MBSFN subframes are assumed to be synhronous.
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4.3.2 Network layout
We onsider a ellular network with 19 hexagonal ell sites and 3 setors per site as
shown in Figure 4.8. In the shared relay deployment, the relay stations are deployed at
the intersetion of three adjaent setors. In the separated relay system, 1, 3 or 5 relay
nodes are plaed near the ell edge as dened in the LTE-A standard [9℄.
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Figure 4.8: Network Layout, 19 maro sites, 3setors/site, with shared relays.
4.3.3 Resoure demand disussion
Dierent from onventional LTE systems, the resoure alloation at the maro BS is to
split resoures between maro UEs and relay stations in a relay enhaned network. The
resoure demand of relay stations is related to that of relay UEs, sine the funtionality
of the relay is to forward information from the BS to relay UEs. Most of previous studies
onsider the resoure demand of relay stations is determined based on the ratio of the
number of relay served UEs to the total number of UEs [36℄. For example, onsidering 30
UEs are served by the maro BS and 10 UEs are attahed to relay stations, the resoure
alloation at the maro BS is to split 75 % resoures to maro UEs and 25 % resoures
to relay stations. However, this assumption is too optimisti in the realisti ase, beause
it may happen that a few UEs require huge resoures. In our work, we will evaluate the
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spetral eieny performane of the shared relay deployment under ases of dierent
resoure demand levels from relay users.
The number of MBSFN sub-frames, whih is ongured by the upper layer, is assumed to
be assoiated with resoure demands in dierent links in our work. If the ommuniation
data requirement of relay users (ell edge users) is huge, it means the maro BS should
ongure more MBSFN sub-frames to support the relay aess link. Contrary, in the low
resoure demand ase, the maro BS alloates less MBSFN sub-frames of eNB-relay link
to serve more maro users. In this work, we assumed that low, medium and high resoure
demand from relay users is assoiated with one, two, three MBSFN sub-frames in eah
maro BS frame struture, respetively.
4.3.4 Proposed resoure alloation algorithm for a ellular net-
work with shared relays
The resoure alloation for downlink is to alloate resoure bloks in every transmission
time interval slot. The number of available resoure bloks depends on the ellular fre-
queny bandwidth assignment, e.g., aording to the 3GPP LTE speiations, 50 RBs
in a downlink TTI slot for 10 MHz bandwidth.
In a shared relay assisted network, the relay station is shared among three adjaent
setors, it is possible that three orresponding maro BSs transmit a signal to the shared
relay simultaneously. That means that transmissions from dierent maro BSs need to
be arefully separated in time, frequeny or spae. Sine the relay station in LTE-A is a
low ost devie with a fration of the base station funtions, it is not realisti to equip
too many antennas at the RS whih means spatial separation is not the rst hoie. In
our work, we propose a time division based sheduler to avoid an information ollision
problem at the shared relay as a frequeny reuse fator of one is assumed among the
maro BSs and shared RNs in the network. In this work, we assume that the frame
strutures of all base stations are synhronous.
In the regular hexagonal ellular layout with tri-setored sites, we index setors for eah
site with the number 1 to 3 or mark them with three dierent olors as illustrated in
Figure 4.9. A shared relay and three adjaent maro setors with dierent olor an be
grouped as a joint subsystem, e.g., as the shaded bloks in Figure 4.9. We design a frame
struture and resoure partition algorithm for this shared relay subsystem as shown in
Figure 4.10. The dierent maro BSs transmit signals to the shared relay at MBSFN
sub-frames with unique index in the frame struture, whih is to avoid the signal ollision
problem. As shown in our example: eNB1 transmits the signal to the shared relay in the
2nd and 7th sub-frame; eNB2 and eNB3 to the shared relay transmission happens in 4th
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Figure 4.9: The hexagonal ellular layout with shared relays.
Figure 4.10: An example of frame struture for the shared relay system.
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and 8th sub-frame and 3rd sub-frame, respetively. Therefore, in these orresponding
MBSFN sub-frames (marked as triangles in Figure 4.10) the shared relay works on the
reeiving mode sine we assume a half-duplex relay strategy. In other sub-frames (marked
as irles in Figure 4.10), the shared relay ould forward the signal from eNBs to the UEs
whih are assisted by the shared relay station.
As dened in LTE standard, a basi LTE radio frame has an overall length of 10 ms and
omprises 10 sub-frames. It hene is worth to mention that if more than three MBSFN
sub-frames exist in eah maro BS frame struture, all sub-frames of the shared relay are
oupied by MBSFN sub-frames. Therefore, the shared relay will always work in reeiving
mode. This shortoming makes that the shared relay annot work in a situation in whih
data demand from relay users is huge.
4.3.5 Simulation results and analysis
In this setion, the senario of 3GPP LTE-A Case 1 senarios (Urban) with inter-site
distane of 500 m are arried out. The shared relay station is assumed to utilize deode-
and-forward strategy. All simulation parameters follow the latest parameter settings
agreed in 3GPP [9℄ and summarized in Chapter 3.
Table 4.2: Spetral eieny omparison of dierent relay senarios
No RN
Separate RN
Shared RN
1 relay 3 relays 5 relays
Average UE spetral eieny 2.09 2.07 2.12 2.22 2.71
5%-ile UE spetral eieny 0.14 0.20 0.28 0.26 0.25
(All values are measured in bit/s/Hz.)
Table 4.2 lists the performanes of dierent relay senarios in the ase of medium re-
soure demand from ell edge users. We ompare the performane of both the separated
relay senario and the shared relay senario as shown in Figure 4.7. The performane
metris inlude the average user spetral eieny and the 5%-ile user spetral eieny,
whih orresponds to the ell edge user performane. It an be observed that with one
relay station deployed in eah setor, the average spetral eieny shows a slight degra-
dation ompared with the result from the system without relay station. However, ell
edge performane inreases around 50%. The reason is that the relay deployment aims
at improving the ell edge performane not the apaity of the network and hene the
total eieny improvement is somehow limited. Furthermore, with more relay stations
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Figure 4.11: Spetral eieny of dierent relay networks in the ase of medium resoure
demand from ell edge users.
deployed in eah setor, the spetral eieny of ell edge users is learly inreased (up
to 80% inrease ompared to the system without RN). But the average spetral eieny
in the ve relays ase is almost the same as in three relays ase. The additional relay
stations ause additional interferene to other ells (other relay ells and all maro ells).
As the onventional separated relay node deployment is strongly interferene limited,
the advantage of shared relaying omes mostly from its interferene anellation ability.
Results show that the shared relay deployment signiantly improves the system perfor-
mane ompared to separated relay deployments. It ahieves 22% inrease in average
user spetral eieny over the deployment of ve relay nodes and 80% improvement in
ell edge UE spetral eieny over the traditional ellular network without relay station
deployment. In addition, the simulation results are also depited for all approahes as
spetral eieny umulative distribution funtions as shown in Figure 4.11. The CDF
results illustrate the onsistent trends.
Next, we implement and simulate the shared relay deployment in dierent ell edge
resoure demand ases. As mentioned before, when the resoure demand from ell edge
users is relatively low, we onsider there is only one MBSFN subframe in eah maro
eNB frame. The medium resoure demand is assoiated with two MBSFN subframes
existing in eah maro eNB frame struture. From Table 4.3, it an be observed that
the shared relay deployment shows its advantage over the deployment with ve separated
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relays in the ase of low and medium resoure demand from ell edge users. The average
user spetral eieny an ahieve up to 8% improvement and the ell edge user spetral
eieny ahieves 13.3% ∼ 17.9% inrease. In high ell edge resoure demand ase, the
shared relay sheme does not have a good performane due to the shortoming of the
time-division sheduler and resoure alloation sheme. And the simulation results verify
this shortoming. However, in a realisti ase, resoure demand from ell edge users is
usually relatively low ompared to the demand from the ell enter. The orresponding
spetral eieny CDF results are illustrated in Figure 4.12, whih show the same trends.
In our work we assume that the frame struture is ongured pre-xed and synhronous
to avoid higher dynamis in interferene. An adaptive subframe alloation and sheduling
sheme may need to be investigated in future work.
Table 4.3: Spetral eieny omparison of shared relay system under dierent resoure
demand situations
Resoure demand Relay senario Average UE eieny 5%-ile UE eieny
Low
separate relay 2.42 0.30
shared relay 2.36 0.34
Medium
separate relay 2.24 0.39
shared relay 2.41 0.46
High
separate relay 2.17 0.46
shared relay 2.05 0.30
(All values are measured in bit/s/Hz.)
4.3.6 Conlusion
In this setion, we arried out a omprehensive system level simulation of 3GPP LTE-A
Case 1 senarios with relay deployments of separated ell-edge relay stations and shared
relay stations. This ontribution showed the advantage of the shared relay deployment in
the average and ell edge performane from a system level perspetive. A time division
based resoure alloation and sheduling algorithmwas proposed to realize more potential
of the ellular network with shared relays. Simulation results proved that the shared relay
onept is eetive in avoiding the inter-ell interferene problem. The average and ell
edge user spetral eienies an be inreased by the shared relay deployment in the
ases of low and medium resoure demand from ell edge users.
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Figure 4.12: Performane omparison of shared relay and ve separated relays deployment
under dierent resoure demand situations of ell edge users.
4.4 Summary
In this hapter, we have foused on mitigating the inter-ell interferene problem in relay-
enhaned LTE-A ellular networks. Two potential solutions have been proposed: one is
beamforming design for ooperative ommuniation and the other is the deployment of
shared relays.
For beamforming design, the work is rstly foused on a two ell senario (a maro ell
with a relay ell). The sum-rate lower bound has been derived under the limited feedbak
situation, when zero foring or eigen-beamforming is applied to the maro base station and
relay station. With the lower bound, we have optimized the numbers of feedbak bits for
quantizing the desired and interfering hannels and proposed an adaptive beamforming
strategy with limited feedbak whih selets a suitable beamforming sheme from ZF
or eigen-beamforming based on the reeived interferene and noise power level of the
users. Simulation results show that the bit partitioning algorithm outperforms the equal
bit distribution sheme espeially when the signal-to-noise ratio is large. In addition,
our proposed adaptive beamforming strategy outperforms existing shemes in dierent
interferene senarios. Next, the proposed strategy has been extended to general multi-
ell networks. The spetral eieny performane of dierent beamforming strategies
has been given.
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The onept of shared relays is introdued and proved to be an eetive solution to avoid
inter-ell interferene. Next, the resoure demand situation and resoure ompetition
problem have been disussed. Based on these studies, an eient and eetive resoure
alloation and sheduling sheme based on the subframe struture has been proposed to
maximize the benet of the shared relay. System level simulations quantify the system
performane in dierent resoure demand situations. And simulation results show that
the deployment of shared relays an improve signiantly the overall system performane
and also inrease the spetral eieny of ell edge users ompared to the onventional
separated ell edge relay station deployment.
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Chapter 5
Mobile Relays
5.1 Introdution and motivation
5.1.1 High speed railway senario
With the progress of globalization, the demand for traveling with a higher speed is in-
reasing. High-speed railway transportation beomes a popular hoie and is widely used
around the world suh as German ICE, Frenh TGV, and China Railways High-speed
(CRH). In order to provide ontinuous wireless ommuniation servie for on-board pas-
sengers, suh as on-board alling or online entertainment, it is neessary to apply mobile
broadband ommuniation systems for the high speed railway system.
The high-speed train senario is a speial ase for outdoor to indoor ommuniation with
a high moving speed and an enlosed body of good sealing property [52℄. The major
hallenges in suh senario are:
• High Doppler spread
The wireless hannel in a high speed railway senario is rapidly time-varying. In
an OFDM system, the fast time variation of the fading hannel over one OFDM
symbol resulting from severe Doppler frequeny shift (DFS) results in a loss of sub-
arrier orthogonality and thus introdues inter-arrier interferene. Inter-arrier
interferene aused by the Doppler spread annot be easily ompensated beause
in the multi-path hannel the reeived signal is omposed of many inidene waves
with dierent random Doppler frequeny shifts due to arriving angles.
• High penetration loss
The high-speed train arriages are made of aluminum or stainless steel, whih leads
to a high penetration loss generally between 12 dB and 24 dB [108℄. This high
penetration loss will diretly degrade the ommuniation link quality between UEs
inside the arriages and the base stations along the railway and will also degrade
the ell overage.
• Too frequent handover (HO)
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Due to the high speed of the train, handover will our with higher frequeny for
on-board UEs. The handover proess in the urrent LTE system requires multiple
seonds to omplete. Frequent handover failures may happen beause of unreliable
uplink measurement reports and long handover proessing time at high mobility.
Furthermore, a large group of UEs in a train may perform handover simultaneously,
whih auses a high all drop rate beause of signaling ongestion.
• Abrupt hange of radio hannel attenuation
Normally, the radio hannel attenuates with a slow hange of hannel variety. How-
ever, in the ase of high-speed railway senario, abrupt hanges of the radio hannel
attenuation are expeted. Therefore the preise predition of the hannel beomes
a problem to be solved in the high-speed railway senario [70℄.
5.1.2 Previous works
The existing global wireless ommuniations standard for railway ommuniation and
appliations is GSM for Railway (GSM-R), whih is mainly based on the seond genera-
tion Global System for Mobile Communiations (GSM). Although GSM-R has obtained
suess in voie ommuniations, its data rate is too low to meet urrent broadband mo-
bile ommuniation servies, suh as online video and gaming. And to redue the all
drop rate, onventional GSM-R systems use dediated base station towers densely loated
along railway traks. Adjaent ells therefore have a large overlap area so as to guarantee
suient handover time [44℄.
LTE has been hosen as the next generation's evolution of mobile ommuniation for
railway by International Union of Railways (UIC) in order to provide high quality servies
to high speed train passengers. LTE-R requirements inlude supporting higher data rate
and low system lateny, several possible solutions have been hene disussed in the LTE-A
standard [11℄.
• Dediated deployment of maro eNBs
The solution of dediated deployment of maro eNBs, suh as GSM-R, is naturally
being onsidered. Operators deploy dediated base station towers with diretional
antennas along the railway to diretly serve the UEs on the train. In GSM-R, the
distane between the base stations is 7-15 km. Dediated path is enabled to handle
all tras generated for the on-board ommuniation. The ell overage of every
maro eNB is generally extended to inrease the interval of handovers and therefore
redue UE handover failure rate. Furthermore, a higher degree of redundany and
higher availability and reliability an be ahieved.
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• Dediated deployment of maro eNBs with L1 repeaters
In addition to deploying dediated maro base stations along the railway, Layer 1
repeaters an be deployed on the train to overome the high penetration loss aused
by train body and windows.
• LTE as bakhaul and Wi-Fi as aess on-board
A solution has been brought up that deploying a wireless aess point on the train to
provide on board ommuniation servie. And the mounted wireless node onnets
to the eNB as a LTE UE. This solution is less ompliated and less ostly as it
an be built based on the urrent tehnologies. An optimized outdoor antenna
(e.g. a smart antenna mounted on the train roof) an be envisaged to enhane the
performane of the bakhaul link.
Radio-over-ber (RoF) systems, in whih fully funtional base stations are replaed by
distributed radio aess units (RAU) , are proposed in [60℄. The signals from a base
station are rstly transmitted to several radio aess units, whih are loated along the
rail traks and are onneted to the base station with optial bers. The signals are
transmitted into the air and are reeived by on-board UEs. The main hallenge of RoF
system is the fat that it requires frequent band swithing sine eah RAU has a separate
xed radio frequeny.
5.2 Overview about mobile relays
Besides the aforementioned possible solutions for high speed railway senario, another
potential idea is to employ mobile relays. As shown in Figure 5.1, the basi idea of a
mobile relay is to install the mobile relay node (MRN) on the high speed train. The
MRN moves along with the UEs in the arriage, as the train moves. The mobile relay
is onneted with eNB wirelessly and provides wireless onnetivity servie to end users
inside the vehile. In addition to the eNB funtionality, mobile relays also support a
subset of the UE funtionality to onnet to the DeNB.
Compared to existing solutions, a mobile relay an prove to be beneial in several ways.
In order to redue the penetration loss, whih is aused by well-shielded arriages, the
mobile relay an deploy individual transeivers inside and outside the arriage separately.
The antenna served for bakhaul link is loated on the rooftop of the train and the
antenna serving UEs is plaed inside the train. With more powerful antennas at the
mobile relay, the bakhaul link (eNB-MRN) will be better than the diret link (eNB-on-
board UE). And sine the on-board passengers move only with the pedestrian speed with
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Figure 5.1: A referene senario for a mobile relay.
respet to the MRN, the aess link hannel quality an be guaranteed. Therefore, one
of ontributions of the mobile relay is that it an eetively improve the system apaity.
As disussed in [27℄, with the funtionality of radio resoure management and mobility
measurement reporting, the mobile relay an perform a group handover proedure instead
of individual mobility proedures for eah UE. Group mobility an signiantly redue
the signaling overhead and radio link failures, thus minimizing the lateny for all UEs.
The problem of high transmit power of UEs an be also partially solved sine the MRN
is muh loser to on-board UEs than maro eNBs. Hene, the UE battery life an be
extended.
5.3 Mobile relay handover proedure
In a high speed railway senario, frequent handovers will happen in a relatively short
period beause of very high movement speed (300-400 km/h). A UE has very limited
time to measure and exeute one handover proedure. Furthermore, beause UEs in a
arriage perform handover almost at the same time, this will ertainly inrease the system
signaling overhead, reate hannel ongestion and result in handover failures. With a
mobile relay, group mobility is a possible solution to solve existing handover problems.
5.3.1 Mobile relay arhiteture
[11℄ proposes two potential mobile relay arhitetures, whih are based on the arhiteture
Alternative 1 (Full-L3 relay) and arhiteture Alternative 2 (Proxy S1/X2) of xed relays
[8℄. In the arhiteture Alternative 1, the S-GW/P-GW (Serving Gateway/Paket Data
Network Gateway) entity serving the relay is separated from the DeNB and the relay
is transparent for DeNB. Whereas, in the arhiteture Alternative 2 the S-GW/P-GW
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Figure 5.2: Arhiteture Alternative 1 for mobile relay handover.
funtionality serving the relay is embedded in the DeNB and the relay S1/X2 interfaes
in the arhiteture are terminated in the DeNB.
In Figure 5.2 arhiteture elements involved in moving relay handover for the 3GPP
Alternative 1 arhiteture are presented. In arhiteture Alternative 1 the mobile relay
node is transparent to the DeNB, i.e. the MRN S1/X2 interfaes are not terminated in the
DeNB, but are terminated in the S/P-GW of the mobile relay node, whih is separated
from the DeNB. When the MRN moves from the soure DeNB (S-DeNB) to the target
DeNB (T-DeNB), the S/P-GW of the MRN, whih handles the IP pakets, serves as
anhor. Therefore, the IP address of the MRN is not hanged during the movement and
the S1 interfae re-establishment is not needed during the handover between MRN and
DeNB.
Arhiteture Alternative 2 was developed as an optimization of alternative 1 to solve the
bak and forth signaling problem between the relay S/P-GW and the relay during the
UEs inbound handover. So, one major feature of alternative 2 is to move the S/P-GW
of the relay node into the DeNB and to onsider S1/X2 proxy struture in the DeNB, so
the bak and forth signaling problem between the DeNB and the relay S/P-GW is solved.
A simplied view of MRN handover in 3GPP arhiteture Alternative 2 is desribed in
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Figure 5.3: Arhiteture Alternative 2 for mobile relay handover.
Figure 5.3.
5.3.2 Mobile relay handover sheme
The mobile relay supports partial UE funtionality [7℄, the UE handover proedure an be
re-used as a basis for the mobile relay handover proedure. It also is neessary to support
relay spei funtionalities whih are listed in [7℄. During moving relay handover, three
basi proedures are needed in order to maximize the handover suess probability. These
handover proedures are grouped as for UE handover into handover preparation, handover
exeution, and handover ompletion phase. The mobile relay handover proedure for
3GPP arhiteture Alternative 1 and Alternative 2 are desribed in Appendix D in detail.
Although mobile relays an help on-board UEs exeute group handover proedure as
introdued in the 3GPP speiation [8℄, mobile relays still suer too frequent handover
in the high speed railway senario. More reliable mobile relay handover shemes have
been addressed in literature. In [42℄, authors propose a fast handover sheme based on
GPS information for IEEE 802.16e on HSR networks. The idea is that the handover
proedure an be automatially triggered in a predened handover point, in whih the
sanning operation an be omitted and the operation time of handover proedure an
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be greatly shortened. In [15℄ a handover sheme with adaptive triggering onditions is
proposed. The on-board UE an selet the suitable triggering ondition aording to the
veloity of the train. [51℄ introdues a seamless handover strategy, whih is based on the
ell-array that smartly organizes the ells along a railway, to overome interrupts during
the multimedia streaming. Most of the above shemes are proposed with the help of the
loation information provided by global positioning system (GPS) devies. Sine these
GPS based shemes may not be robust when GPS servie is not ontinuous, handover
shemes without the help of the loation information are proposed. In [103℄, the authors
introdue a handover sheme, in whih the front antenna exeutes handover while the rear
antenna is used to ommuniate with BS, so that the ommuniation an be kept during
the handover proedure. The study in [36℄ oers a novel handover deision algorithm
based on the UE relative veloities to the S-DeNB and the T-DeNB. In [75℄, an enhaned
handover sheme is proposed to aelerate the measurement proedure when the train
travels in xed trajetories.
5.4 Performane analysis of the mobile relay
In this setion, system level simulations are arried out to evaluate the downlink trans-
mission performane of the mobile relay in terms of on-board user sum rate and handover
performane. The ases of high speed train with and without MRN will be onsidered.
And a oordinated MRN algorithm is proposed to optimize the system performane of
the mobile relay.
5.4.1 System layout
In our simulation, typial base stations with three transeivers serving three setors per
site are plaed on a hexagonal grid with wrap around to avoid border eets. For om-
plexity reasons, simulations use a saled down network, with 7 ells, 21 setors, and 5
maro UEs per setor instead of 57 ells as shown in Figure 5.4. A train with a veloity
of 350 km/h starts in one ell and travels along the displayed line aross multiple ells.
The train has 5 arriages of 50 meters long and 5 meters wide. The number of UEs in
eah ar is supposed to be 10, i.e. totally 50 on-board UEs. For eah arriage, there is
one MRN loated on the enter of the rooftop. The used relaying method is full-duplex
in-band deode-and-forward, sine we onsider suient antenna isolation (The antenna
served for the bakhaul link is loated on the rooftop of train and the antenna served for
the UE aess link is plaed inside the train with wired onnetion).
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Figure 5.4: Network layout of LTE-A high speed railway senario with mobile relay.
5.4.2 Simulation parameters
The 3GPP LTE-A Case 3 senario (suburban) with inter-site distane of 1732 m is used
as the baseline for all simulation ases in this setion. Propagation ase D2a (moving
networks) in WINNER II [46℄ is speially onsidered to present the radio propagation of
the eNB-MRN link. The main simulation parameters are summarized in Table 5.1.
5.4.3 Simulation results and analysis
To evaluate the performane of a MRN, we mainly fous on on-board UE performane.
Figure 5.5 shows the instantaneous sum rate of on-board UEs with the movement of the
train. In the simulation senario a train with 50 onboard users is moving aross the
network on a predened path, and the on-board user sum rate utuates when the train
is moving into the ell enter or moving out to the ell edge. Here we are interested in
investigating the on-board UE performane of HSR senario with mobile relays deployed,
ompared to a traditional system with diret and individual servie of all on-board UEs
in the ells.
As shown in Figure 5.5, we an see that the average total on-board UE sum rate reah
11.44 Mbit/s in the mobile relay ase, while it only reahes 6.76 Mbit/s in the senario
without MRN, whih means an improvement of about 70%. This illustrates that MRS
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Table 5.1: System level simulation parameters of the mobile relay
Parameter Value
System parameters
Transmission bandwidth 10 MHz, DL
Carrier frequeny 2 GHz
Modulation and oding sheme CQI1 - CQI16
Number of RBs per sub-frame 50
Tra model Full Buer
Sheduling method Round Robin
MIMO ase SISO
eNB parameters
Transmit power level 46 dBm
Antenna gain 14 dBi
Antenna pattern A(θ) = −min
{
12
(
θ
θ3dB
)2
, Am
}
, θ3dB = 65
◦
and
Am = 20 dB
Penetration loss 22 dB on eNB-onboard UE link
MRN parameters
Forwarding strategy deode-and-forward
Transmit power level 30 dBm
Antenna gain 5 dBi
Antenna pattern Omni-diretional
Noise gure 5 dB (RN) / 9 dB (UE)
Path loss setting
Diret link (eNB-onboard UE)
L(R) = 131.1 + 42.8 log10(R)
Aess link (RN-onboard UE)
L(R) = 103.8 + 20.9 log10(R)
Bakhaul link (eNB-MRN/MRN-MRN)
L(R) = 10.5 + 40 log10(R)− 18.5 log10(hBS)− 18.5 log10(hTrain) + 1.5 log10(f/5)
Shadowing parameters
Standard deviation 8 dB on the diret link, 10 dB on the aess link,
6 dB on the bakhaul link
Correlation fator 0.5 between sites & 1.0 between setors
where hBS = 32 m, hTrain = 2.5 m, R is the distane between links (km),
f is the enter frequeny (GHz).
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Figure 5.5: Onboard UE sum rate omparison between with and without mobile relay.
an signiantly and stably improve the apaity of users in a high speed vehile, thus
providing the possibility to support high data rate servies. However, multiple relay nodes
will interfere eah other, whih tremendously aets the on-board UE performane. In
the next setion, we propose a oordinated MRN algorithm to overome the interferene
problem and optimize the handover proedure.
5.5 Coordinated MRN system
5.5.1 Proposed innovation
There are two main hallenges in the onventional mobile relay system, whih are o-
hannel interferene from multiple relays deployment and on-board UE performane
degradation aused by mobile relay handover failures. Sine we nd that the LTE-A
handover proedure is not suitable in the HSR senario with frequent handover, a o-
ordinated MRN system is proposed. In suh system, the train and mobile relay nodes
ooperatively oordinated by a relay entral ontroller (RCC) , whih onsists of two main
funtions: one is to adjust frequeny bands for dierent mobile relay nodes; another is to
perform the group advaned handover proedure. It is assumed that a wired onnetion
is used in the oordinated MRN system, in this ase there are no tra load or delay
onstraints. An example of a oordinated MRN system is given in Figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.6: Coordinated MRN system in HSR senario.
In the LTE OFDM system, the o-hannel interferene from other ells is the main soure
of interferene. Frequeny reuse tehnology is proved to be an eient way to overome
o-hannel interferene. In a oordinated MRN system, the whole frequeny band is
divided into multiple sub-bands determined by the number of mobile relay nodes. With
a entral ontroller, it is possible to optimally alloate the aess radio resoures jointly.
An example is shown in Figure 5.6: eah relay node works on a dierent frequeny band
avoiding inter-ell interferene from neighbor mobile relay nodes.
The handover delay aused by hard handover is still relatively large in urrent mobile
relay system. Sine the high speed train passes the overlapping areas so fast, the handover
proedure annot nish in time. And it is possible that the mobile relay ould miss the
optimal handover position beause of the high veloity, whih degrades the handover
suess probability. To overome these problems, we onsider a group advaned handover
strategy in a oordinated MRN system.
Handover lateny for the mobile relay with arhiteture Alternative 2 is around 105 +
N ∗ 42 ms, where N is the number of attahed on-board UEs [58℄. And the handover
measurement period is normally 200 ms in an FDD LTE-A system [4℄. Therefore the
total handover delay an be approximated as:
Ttotal delay ≈ Thandover latency + Tmax measurement delay
= (105 + 50 ∗ 42 + 200) ms = 2405 ms, (5.1)
where we onsider that 10 UEs are attahed to a mobile relay node. The movement speed
of high speed train is 350 km/h. The movement distane in handover delay period is hene
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around 200 meters, whih is larger than the distane between the front mobile relay node
and the rear mobile relay node (the length of the train is around 200 meters). We nd
that when the front mobile relay node nishes the handover proedure the rear mobile
relay has already passed the optimal handover position. Based on this investigation we
propose a group advaned handover strategy in a oordinated MRN system.
In every measurement period, mobile relay nodes measure the RSRP of the soure and
the target DeNB. If the RSRP from the target DeNB beomes better than the serving
one, the handover proedure will be triggered at all mobile relay nodes. By triggering
handover proedure in advane, it provides an eient solution to overome the handover
delay problem and further improve the reliability of the bakhaul link.
5.5.2 Simulation results and analysis
In this sub-setion, the advantage of a oordinated MRN system strategy is veried by
performane omparison with a traditional mobile relay system.
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Figure 5.7: Onboard UE sum rate in group advaned handover and traditional handover ase.
We rstly fous on the performane gain from the group handover strategy by assum-
ing perfet frequeny reuse within dierent mobile relay nodes. Figure 5.7 shows the
instantaneous sum rate of on-board UEs with the movement of the train in the group
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advaned handover and the traditional handover ase. Sine on-board UEs are loated
lose to mobile relays, the hannel quality of the relay-UE link is good. With extremely
good hannel quality, the transmission with maximum number of bits in eah frame an
be always ahieved in the relay-UE link. Without any bakhaul link failure, the sum rate
will keep in the highest level. In ontrast, if a bakhaul link of a mobile relay is failed,
on-board UEs served by this mobile relay is not served with data. That is why the sum
rate suddenly dereases to some level in our simulation results. Hene, the sum rate of
on-board UEs represent ve quantized levels in our simulation results as shown in Figure
5.7. The bakhaul radio link failure mainly happens during mobile relay handover. With
optimized handover strategy, the bakhaul link failure is less likely than in traditional
handover proedure.
Table 5.2 lists the bakhaul radio link failure ratio for dierent mobile relays. It is obvious
that the proposed group advaned handover strategy ould improve the bakhaul link
reliability ompared with onventional mobile relay handover.
Table 5.2: The bakhaul link failure ratio on mobile relay nodes
Handover strategy 1st MRN 2nd MRN 3rd MRN 4th MRN 5th MRN
Traditional 13.3% 12.6% 17.5% 17.2% 8.6%
Proposed 3.3% 2.1% 1.6% 0.7% 2.8%
Furthermore, Figure 5.8 illustrates the instantaneous on-board UE sum rate with the
movement of the high speed train in a onventional mobile relay system and the proposed
oordinated MRN system. There is a huge performane gap between the two approahes.
In the proposed sheme, the maximal sum rate is more than 30 Mbit/s, whih means 800
kbit/s average user transmission rate. Whereas, in the onventional sheme, the maximal
sum rate an only reah 11 Mbit/s.
Figure 5.9 shows the average user spetral eieny of on-board UE. With the proposed
oordinated MRN system, the average on-board user spetral eieny inreases by 185
% and the 5%-ile user spetral eieny, whih indiates the ell edge user performane,
inreases up to 678 % ompared to the onventional mobile relay system.
5.6 Summary
In this hapter, we have rstly desribed the high speed railway senario, whih was
agreed as a main senario in a 3GPP Rel. 11 study item. The existing hallenges in the
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Figure 5.8: Onboard UE sum rate omparison.
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omparison.
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HSR senario have been briey disussed. Mobile relay stations are dediated network
nodes equipped on the train, whih have been onluded as an eient solution for a
HSR senario. Furthermore, relay mobility senarios based on the 3GPP arhitetures
Alternative 1 and Alternative 2 have been disussed and the handover proedures for
both alternatives have been desribed.
A system level simulator has been developed to investigate the apaity and handover
performane gain of the mobile relay. Two kinds of senarios are onsidered: one is
without mobile relays; the other is a train implemented with mobile relays. Simulation
results show that mobile relays inrease the average on-board user performane by 70 %.
A oordinated MRN strategy has been proposed to ombat the o-hannel interferene
and handover delay hallenge in the onventional mobile relay system. With the proposed
oordinated MRN system, the radio link failure ratio an be enormously dereased. For
the average on-board user spetral eieny, the proposed strategy provides more than
180 % performane gain.
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Chapter 6
Conlusion and outlook
6.1 Conlusions
Relay tehnology as part of ooperative ommuniations fundamentally hanges the ab-
stration of a wireless link and oers signiant potential advantages for wireless om-
muniation networks. Relay tehnology has reently been migrated to one of the state-
of-the-art features of 3GPP LTE-Advaned. In this thesis, we mainly fous on relay
tehnology implemented in ellular networks.
In the rst part of this thesis, the performane of basi ooperation methods are ompared
by alulating the outage apaity and haraterizing diversity gains in a single relay
senario. In a multiple relay senario, exat novel losed-form expressions for the total
SNR at the destination and symbol error rate performane are derived for Rayleigh fading
hannels. The derived numerial result an be viewed as a performane lower bound for
the future researh. Furthermore, omputer simulation results veried the auray and
the orretness of the numerial results. Cooperative networks with relay seletion have
better SER performane and bandwidth eieny ompared with that of regular relay
networks. Furthermore, we have investigated the relay seletion sheme for a MIMO relay
system. An eetive joint relay seletion and beamforming vetor design sheme, whih
employs a new hannel quantization strategy and entralized seletion, has been proposed
with limited feedbak. Simulation results show that our proposed sheme approahes the
performane of the theoretial optimal sheme with full CSI assumption and outperforms
onventional shemes, while having lower omputational omplexity and lower feedbak
delay.
In the seond part of this thesis, our aim is to investigate the system level performane of
xed relay-enhaned LTE-A ellular networks. Baseline assumptions for relay tehnology
in LTE-A have been introdued in detail. With the feature of a wireless bakhaul, the
LTE-A relay oers deployment exibility and eliminates the high osts of a xed bakhaul
link. As dened in the 3GPP LTE-A standard, two basi types of relays are proposed:
Type 1 relay and Type 2 relay. We have developed a dynami system level simulator to
evaluate the downlink transmission performane of relay-enhaned LTE-A systems. All
simulation parameters follow the latest parameter settings agreed in 3GPP 36.814. An
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eient arhiteture for relay-assisted ellular networks is analyzed based on a system
level simulator. Two dierent resoure alloation shemes (stati and dynami) for in-
band relays have been announed and evaluated by system level simulations. Simulation
results show that the relay deployment, whih is a part of a heterogeneous network,
an redue the extraordinary interferene in the ell edge and improve the performane.
However, in a dense network, additional interferene aused by relays will limit the whole
network performane. Therefore, the number of relay nodes in eah setor should be
determined arefully. From our simulation results, suitable numbers of relay nodes for
urban ase and suburban ase are three and ve, respetively.
System level simulations show that with the deployment of a high number of relay nodes
inter-ell interferene and resoure management problems inrease. In the third part of
this work, potential approahes to mitigate inter-ell interferene in relay-enhaned ellu-
lar systems have been disussed. We foussed on two ontributions: adaptive beamform-
ing design for ooperative ommuniation and the onept of shared relays. For beam-
forming design, we have analyzed the performane of using ZF and eigen-beamforming
with RVQ in a ooperative relay two-ell system. With derived sum-rate lower bound of
ZF and eigen-beamforming, we have proposed a bit partitioning algorithm whih alloates
the feedbak bits for quantizing the serving and interfering hannels. The simulation re-
sults show that a suitable bit partitioning an improve the system sum-rate espeially
in an OCI-dominated senario. In addition, an adaptive beamforming strategy has been
proposed and proved to outperform the onventional shemes in a two-ell system. The
proposed strategy has been extended into multi-ell LTE-A ellular network, and a per-
formane omparison of dierent beamforming strategies was given.
The onept of shared relays has been introdued and proved to be an eetive solution
to avoid inter-ell interferene. Next, the resoure demand situation and resoure ompe-
tition problem have been disussed in the shared relay senario. Based on these studies,
an eient and eetive resoure alloation and sheduling sheme based on the sub-
frame struture has been proposed to maximize the benet of the shared relay. System
level simulations quantify the system performane in dierent resoure demand situa-
tions. And simulation results show that the deployment of shared relays an improve
the overall system performane by 8.4% ∼ 14.3% and also inrease the throughput of
ell edge users by 4.8% ∼ 15.9% ompared to the onventional separated ell edge relay
station deployment.
In the last part of this thesis, the mobile relay, whih is another relay appliation in
ellular networks, has been disussed in detail. The high speed railway senario has been
agreed as a main senario in 3GPP Rel. 11 study item. A system level simulator has
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been developed to explore the apaity and handover performane gain by the mobile
relay. Two kinds of senarios are onsidered: one is without mobile relays; the other
is with mobile relays. Simulation results show that mobile relay deployment inreases
the average on-board user performane by 70 %. In the traditional mobile relay ase,
multiple relay nodes interfere with eah other, what tremendously redues the on-board
UE performane. Therefore, we have proposed a oordinated MRN algorithm to overome
the interferene problem and optimize the handover proedure. In a oordinated MRN
system, the train and mobile relay nodes are ooperatively oordinated by a entral
ontroller, whih adjusts frequeny bands for dierent mobile relay nodes and performs
the group advaned handover proedure. With the proposed oordinated MRN system,
the radio link failure ratio an be enormously dereased. The average on-board user
throughput inreases by 185 % and the 5%-ile user throughput, whih indiates the ell
edge user performane, inreases up to 678 % ompared to a onventional mobile relay
system.
6.2 Outlook
In this thesis, our proposed shemes have been analyzed by some pratial assumptions,
e.g. imperfet hannel estimation and transmitter side CSI knowledge. However, the per-
formane evaluation of relay deployments is still based on the ommon assumptions that
perfet inter-ell synhronization is assumed and a network-wide sub-frame onguration
is applied. In a relay-enhaned ellular network, the relay-eNB synhronization is done
via a wireless bakhaul, whih is exible but fragile. Furthermore, the set of bakhaul
subframes an be independently ongured by the eNBs or RNs to adapt to dierent
network variations, e.g. dierent ell loads or tra modes. With this onguration,
additional relay to relay interferene will arise. Hene, there is an urge to investigate the
impat of the bakhaul subframe misalignment and assoiated optimization strategies.
Most researh ativities in ellular systems have plaed speial emphasis on downlink
tra senarios, sine tra in the downlink diretion dominates ommuniation. How-
ever, in LTE-A this situation is hanging, sine loud le uploading and soial network
appliations will be supported that require large uplink tra. In relay-enhaned ellular
networks, the uplink transmission beomes more important due to the ooperative om-
muniation. Conguration information and feedbak delay on uplink may aet the whole
system performane. Due to these fats, the uplink performane of a relay-enhaned LTE-
A network need to be evaluated and the orresponding resoure alloation and sheduling
shemes for uplink transmission need to be investigated.
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Appendix A
Grassmannian odebook used for OFDM
systems
Table A.1: Grassmannian odebook for N
t
= 2, N
r
= 1 and 3 bits (8 odewords)
1
0.8393 - 0.2939j -0.3427 + 0.9161j -0.2065 + 0.3371j 0.3478 - 0.3351j
-0.1677 + 0.4256j 0.0498 + 0.2019j 0.9166 + 0.0560j 0.2584 + 0.8366j
0.1049 + 0.6820j 0.0347 - 0.2716j -0.7457 + 0.1181j -0.7983 + 0.3232j
0.6537 + 0.3106j 0.0935 - 0.9572j -0.4553 - 0.4719j 0.5000 + 0.0906j
Table A.2: Grassmannian odebook for N
t
= 3, N
r
= 1 and 3 bits (8 odewords)
2
0.4170 + 0.0350j -0.5521 + 0.2276j 0.2148 + 0.0059j 0.1814 + 0.3412j
0.2583 + 0.5635j 0.2496 + 0.4156j -0.4115 - 0.8788j -0.7407 + 0.0188j
0.4826 + 0.4558j -0.1060 - 0.6301j -0.0625 - 0.0911j 0.5024 + 0.2221j
0.9126 + 0.1633j 0.4883 - 0.5125j 0.2020 - 0.4667j 0.4294 - 0.1103j
-0.2865 + 0.0983j 0.4955 - 0.1385j -0.1941 + 0.2372j 0.1998 - 0.5339j
-0.1510 + 0.1608j -0.4266 + 0.2284j -0.7891 - 0.1576j 0.6693 + 0.1747j
2
https://engineering.purdue.edu/∼djlove/grass.html
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Appendix B
Antenna pattern
• eNB-UE link
A 3-D antenna pattern with 15 degree eletrial downtilt for 500 m ISD ase and 6
degree for 1732 m ISD ase will be used as desribed in [9℄ and summarized in Table
B.1. The heights of the DeNB and UE antenna are 32 m and 1.5 m, respetively.
The minimum distane between UE and DeNB is 35 m.
Table B.1: Antenna onguration for eNB-UE link [9℄
Parameter Assumption
Antenna pattern (horizontal)
(For 3-setor ell sites with
xed antenna patterns)
AH(ϕ) = −min
[
12
(
ϕ
ϕ3dB
)2
, Am
]
ϕ3dB = 70
◦
and Am = 25 dB
Antenna pattern (vertial)
(For 3-setor ell sites with
xed antenna patterns)
AV (θ) = −min
[
12
(
θ−θetilt
θ3dB
)2
, SLAv
]
θ3dB = 10
◦
and SLAv = 20 dB
θetilt is the eletrial antenna downtilt.
3D Combining method A(ϕ, θ) = −min {− [AH(ϕ) + AV (θ)] , Am}
Table B.2: Antenna onguration for bakhaul link [9℄
Parameter Assumption
Antenna pattern
7 dBi antenna gain, diretional
A(θ) = −min
[
12
(
θ
θ3dB
)2
, Am
]
θ3dB = 70
◦
and Am = 20 dB
• eNB-RN link(bakhaul link)
A 2-D diretional atenna pattern with an RN antenna height of 5 m, as listed in
[9℄ and Table B.2, will be used for the bakhaul link.
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• RN-UE link(relay aess link)
A 2-D omni-diretional antenna pattern with 5 dBi gain is onsidered. The height
of the relay nodes is 5 m. The minimum distane between UE and RN is 10 m. In
ase of multi-hop relay deployments, the intermediate RN-RN link will be treated
in the same way as a relay aess link, but assuming same height of transmitter
and reeiver antenna.
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Appendix C
Power delay proles
The delay proles are seleted to be representative for low, medium and high delay spread
environments.
Table C.1: Extended Pedestrian A model (EPA)
Path number Average path gain (dB) Path delay (ns)
1 0.0 0
2 -1.0 30
3 -2.0 70
4 -3.0 90
5 -8.0 110
6 -17.2 190
7 -20.8 410
Table C.2: Extended Vehiular A model (EVA)
Path number Average path gain (dB) Path delay (ns)
1 0.0 0
2 -1.5 30
3 -1.4 150
4 -3.6 310
5 -0.6 370
6 -9.1 710
7 -7.0 1090
8 -12.0 1730
9 -16.9 2510
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Table C.3: Extended Typial Urban model (ETU)
Path number Average path Gain (dB) Path delay (ns)
1 -1.0 0
2 -1.0 50
3 -1.0 120
4 0.0 200
5 0.0 230
6 0.0 500
7 -3.0 1600
8 -5.0 2300
9 -7.0 5000
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Appendix D
Mobile relay handover proedure
D.1 Mobile relay handover proedure for alternative 1
Figure D.1 illustrates the moving relay handover proedure when the mobile relay moves
from S-DeNB to T-DeNB for 3GPP arhiteture alternative 1. The whole proedure is
desribed in the following:
Figure D.1: Mobile relay handover proedure for Alternative 1 [11℄.
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Handover preparation phase
During the mobile relay handover preparation phase, the following steps may be per-
formed at the S-DeNB and T-DeNB:
• The mobile relay sends a measurement report to the S-DeNB. The reports on-
tain all neessary information for handover inluding the ID of T-DeNB and radio
resoure management information.
• The S-DeNB makes the handover deision based on measurement reports.
• The S-DeNB sends a handover request to the target DeNB. Information about
S1/X2 signalling referenes for MRN and LTE radio aess bearer (E-RAB) at-
tributes for MRN will be inluded in the request message.
• Admission ontrol is performed at the T-DeNB dependent on the transmitted E-
RAB attributes of MRN. The target DeNB ongures the neessary resoures for
the MRN operation.
• The T-DeNB sends a handover request aknowledgment (ACK) message to the S-
DeNB after resoures to support the mobile relay with attahed UEs are guaranteed.
Handover exeution phase
• The radio resoure ontrol (RRC) ontains the RRC Connetion Reonguration
and Mobility Control information to be sent to MRN by the S-DeNB for bakhaul
link reonguration.
• The S-DeNB sends the SN status transfer message to the T-DeNB to ensure paket
forwarding from the S-DeNB to the T-DeNB.
• The mobile relay performs synhronization and bakhaul reonguration to the
T-DeNB. The T-DeNB performs UL alloation towards the mobile relay.
• The mobile relay sends RRC Connetion Reonguration Complete message to the
T-DeNB to onrm handover and the paket data an be transferred between the
T-DeNB and the mobile relay.
Handover ompletion phase
• A Path Swith Request message is sent from the T-DeNB to the mobility manage-
ment entity (MME) of the MRN to inform that the MRN has hanged the ell.
• The MME of the MRN sends a Modied Bearer request message to the S/P-GW
of MRN.
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• The S/P-GW of MRN swithes the downlink data path to the T-DeNB and sends
the end marker on the old path to S-DeNB to release user plane resoures.
• The S/P-GW of MRN sends a Modied Bearer response message to the MME of
MRN.
• The MME of MRN onrms the T-DeNB Path Swith message with a Path Swith
Request ACK message.
• The handover suess is informed by sending the UE Context Release message to
the S-DeNB from the T-DeNB.
In arhiteture Alternative 1, the user plane pakets and the orresponding path swithes
are naturally grouped in the S/P-GW of the mobile relay node, whih allows a group
handover proedure.
D.2 Mobile relay handover proedure for alternative 2
Figure D.2 illustrates the moving relay handover proedure when the mobile relay moves
from S-DeNB to T-DeNB for 3GPP arhiteture alternative 1. The whole proedure is
desribed in the following:
Handover preparation phase
During the mobile relay handover preparation phase, the following steps may be per-
formed at the S-DeNB and T-DeNB:
• The mobile relay sends a measurement report to the S-DeNB. The reports on-
tain all neessary information for handover inluding the ID of T-DeNB and radio
resoure management information.
• The S-DeNB makes the handover deision based on measurement reports.
• The S-DeNB sends a handover request to the target DeNB. The information about
S1/X2 signalling referenes for MRN and E-RAB attributes for MRN will be in-
luded in the request message.
• Admission ontrol is performed at the T-DeNB dependent on the transmitted E-
RAB attributes of MRN. The target DeNB ongures the neessary resoures for
the MRN operation.
• The T-DeNB sends a handover request ACK message to the S-DeNB after resoures
to support mobile relay with attahed UEs are guaranteed.
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Figure D.2: Mobile relay handover proedure for Alt 2 [11℄.
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Handover exeution phase
• The radio resoure ontrol ontains the RRC Connetion Reonguration and Mo-
bility Control information to be sent to MRN by the S-DeNB for bakhaul link
reonguration.
• The S-DeNB sends the SN status transfer message to the T-DeNB to ensure paket
forwarding from the S-DeNB to the T-DeNB.
• The mobile relay performs synhronization and bakhaul reonguration to the
T-DeNB. The T-DeNB performs UL alloation towards the mobile relay.
• The mobile relay sends RRC Connetion Reonguration Complete message to the
T-DeNB to onrm handover and the paket data an be transferred between the
T-DeNB and the mobile relay.
Handover ompletion phase
• A Path Swith Request message is sent form the T-DeNB to the MME of the MRN
to inform that the MRN has hanged ell.
• The MME of the MRN sends an Modied Bearer request message to the S/P-GW
of the initial DeNB.
• The S/P-GW of the initial DeNB swithes the downlink data path to the T-DeNB
and sends end marker on the old path to S-DeNB to release user plane resoures.
• The S/P-GW of the initial DeNB sends an Modied Bearer response message to
the MME of MRN.
• The MME of MRN onrms the T-DeNB Path Swith message with a Path Swith
Request ACK message.
• The handover suess is informed by sending the UE Context Release message to
the S-DeNB from the T-DeNB.
The handover proedure for Alternative 2 is basially the same as the proedure under
Alternative 1, exept the RN P/S-GW is always loated in the initial DeNB where the
mobile relay is attahed for normal operation. There is no additional signaling for UE
handover in both radio aess network (RAN) and ore network side during the RN
mobility, i.e., the RN HO is transparent to the UE in both the RAN and ore network.
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